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"LEONARD IS OVERWORKED"
•suits

By Andy Douglai

Recent OG poll

indicate that 18 percent of the

student body are dissatisfied

with the student health service.

43 percent of the 642 people
who responded to the poll said

ieir health care needs were
while 39 percent

moved enough to

Judging from her experience
or I. II with Dr. Leon.

that t

being

the medical care means that the

problem cannot be ignored.

Senior Jeff Runge, president

of the OG, said that one of the

primary complaints registered by

the students is the lack of a

practicing gynecologist. He
inferred that the needs of

women are not being met
because of the frequency of

that specific complaint.

Students also feel that they

had to wait an inordinate

amount of time in order to see

Dr. Russell Leonard, the student

health officer. Sophomore Bill

Gilmer said that he has "often"

waited as long as an hour.

"I went to see Dr. Leonard

last semester at nine and the

nurse said that he wasn't in,

but that he'd return at eleven,"

said freshman' Wayne Davis.

"So I went back at eleven and

personable, qualified doctor."
Boney said that the hospital

situation is draining Dr.

Leonard's time. "He is having to

work morning tonight."
"When I finally got to see

him — and I had to wait —
I found out that he had not
eaten breakfast or lunch and it

was 1;30 p.m.," commented
one student.

"If there's a problem, it

rests with the Administration

of the University who know that

we have only one surgeon at

the hospital — they should move
to correct the situation before
Leonard works himself to
death," said sophomore Jay

Dean Douglai

that Dr. Leonard is "exception-

ally well qualified — he is

perfectly suited to the needs
of the University." Seiters stated

that Dr. Leonard's "working
overtime to help the hospital

situation had taken him away
from the office."

Seiters added, "I know he's

interested in the students and it

goes beyond a professional

level. He feels committed to

keep regular hours with the

students; I don't believe that

there would be a problem if

it wasn't for the hospital."

When asked to comment on
the poll results, Dr. Leonard
said that he thought students

did not have to wait any longer

than 30 to 40 minutes.

Leonard did say, however,

the hospital" am

tamination

Part II -- Hospital Operates In The Red
Students awaiting medical examination

This is the second part of a

series begun last week under the

headline "Hospital Operates in

•Red.'

still the Pow

Dr. Leonard's
presently one to

Last semester they
nine to twelve in the morning

Student opinion sampled fo

this article also had a critica

quality. Several peopl
questioned Dr. Leonard'
competency. They felt that th

pen

Sophomore Charlotte Boney,
a nurse's aid and president of

the Sewanee EMT unit,

explained part of the problem:
"He's the University physician —
that's automatically 1000
patients. He also has a private

practice, and now he's the only

surgeon on the Mountain.

Col. Joseph

administrator of Emerald-
Hodgson Hospital, resigned

Friday in the latest personnel

shakeup on the Mountain.

Powell stated Sunday that his

resignation

,

e ffective

immediately, was due to

personal reasons. "I felt that the

pressures of the job were

affecting my personal well-being

and possibly my health."

Col. Powell follows Dr.

Bennett and Mrs. Pam Hodge,

head of nursing, and Dr.

Fletcher Stuart, who resigned as

Chief of Staff.

According to the budget
report for years's end (fiscal

1976), Emerald-Hodgson's

xpenses exceeded

services made 75 percent of its

anticipated income; its share of

the deficit was $31,500. Only
endowment and miscellaneous

revenues reached or exceeded
projected levels. Total revenues

were $125,000 below budget.

Of 1976 expenses, only
Admissions and General

exceeded expectations, leading

to an $86,000 deficit. All other

expenses were below budget

levels, resulting in a $4,100

Out-patient The presently estimated 1977
deficit, according to Treasurer
Harry Dodd, is $155,320, Je

nted out that the figure,

hospital has been divided from

responded to requests for

donations by giving nearly

$500,000-double that which
was expected.

nity that the

which comes from Col. Powell's

office, changes as each monthly
projection is completed.

DIVIDED SUPPORT
and faculty Chancello

and Board of

Regents have addressed their

commitments "to adequate
health care on the Mountain."

The faculty, however, is split

on the issue. When the hospital

building plans were first being
discussed, an unofficial group of

met with the Vice-

to voice their

nt.p. 7)

Dr. Bennett Promises Business As Usual
By Kirby Davis

On Thursday, March 3, Dr.

Bennett addressed the student

body and faculty on the "pre-

sent and future state" of the

University. The speech was his

first formal announcement to

the student body concerning his

resignation and its consequences.

Dr. Bennett informed i

present that the Regent me
held the previous weekend
been called by him to anno
his resignation and arrangi

that he would meet with the Re
gents Monday, March 7 in

lanta to determine just who
successor would be. Ben
assurred all that he would nc the
an inactive lame-duck. bu

one that a balanced | budget

was in sight for next year. He
also pointed out that

I "i new
man in no way associated with

past problems can approach
them with a new perspective.

He concluded by urging the

prayers of students and church
for the University's well-being.

Opinion on the speech was

divided but no one seemed great-

ly disappointed or encouraged.

Freshman John Oliver when
asked his

I felt the Vice

vas more concerned

opinion than the
real problems. I

> that he spent too

defending his admin-
ither than letting it

stand on its own merit." David
Lodge "...felt the address

The:

</ their blazing"practice house" which got a littta out of hand.

far demonstrated,

•n the faculty and
nded them

for their devotion and voiced his

regret that their average annual

of 6V4 per cent Was below

verage annual cost of living

of Vh per cent. He
asked that both faculty and
students continue to concentrate

on "quality education."

Dr. Bennett admitted that it

was hard to meet financial ob-

ligations without academic

aversion, but he assured every-

really much for

he had already resigned; but, his

primary intention seemed to be
to allay our fears of financial

disaster." Elizabeth Brailsford

agreed that Dr. Bennett was con-
cerned with calming the stu-

dents and felt that it was timely

and well put. The most opti-

mistic opinion was that of

Pat Harris who said, "I

respect him for his difficult

decision, and I feel he made it

in the best interest of the school,

(cont. p. 7)
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Fraternities Face Problems
by Bruce Dobie

"There has been a lot of
speculation as to the social and

financial situation of fraternities

at Sewanee," said Chuck
Depaolo, president of the Inter-

Fraternity Council. "The whole

spectrum of fraternity life has

come under fire."

Dean Doug
the Trustee;

,
[he

Seiters,

formed .

fraternit

social system at Sewanee. Dean
Mary Cushman and Dean Seiters

will act as consultants to the

committee. The results will

Concern about the social

situation at Sewanee has

developed because the social and

Webb Explains Degree Process
• Seminary's Faculty Com-

gathe uppor-

drawn," said Dean John Webb
He was referring to one of the

many honorary degrees awarded
by the University of the South

According to Webb, "it is a

fairly complicated process by

which we award honorary

degrees." Candidates must fit in

one of six general categories,

ranging from the bishops of the

owning dioceses to scholars of

excellence, churchmen of dis-

tinction, persons of distinction

(whose contributions to the
nation or humanity deserve

recognition), and benefactors

and alumni of distinction.

Nominations may come from
alumni, faculty, trustees, stu-

dents, and anyone else connec-
ted with the University. The

secular and theological cate-

gories. On the basis of this di-

vision, they are channelled to

the College's Faculty Committee

the nominees before they report

to their respective faculties.

The College Committee is an

elective committee of the

Faculty. The present members
are Dr. Joseph Cushman, Dr.

Tho Carls* Dr.

Stephen Brown. Dr. Barley Tur-

lington was elected this year to

replace Dr. Joseph Running
(who is on leave) as chairman of

the committee.
Turlington stated that the

term of office is three years and
that the normal number of mem-
bers is three.

When the committees report

to their faculties, the faculties

may alter the list of nominees.
If confirmed, the names are

passed on to the University
Senate.

The Senate is composed of all

the full professors from the Col-

lege, St. Luke's, and two mem-
bers from the Sewanee Aca-

Senate by Deans Puckette and
Holmes. The Senate may also

alter the list before voting on it.

The final step in the process

involves a vote by the Board of

Should the Senate and the
Regents disagree (which rarely

happens), the list returns to me

"the normal

reason for the February meeting

of the Board of Regents."

Four degrees are awarded by

the University, two of which are

theological and two lay. A Doc-

tor of Divinity is awarded for

ecclesiastical activity, and a Doc-

tor of Sacred Theology for ac-

complishments in literary of

scholarship.

The College's degrees are the
Doctor of Civil Law, primarily
for distinguished accomplish-
ments outside the realms of

(cont. p. 16)

financial strength of fraternities

and other social organizations

has eroded over the past few

Financially, a decreasing

number of males each year has

meant smaller pledge classes for

fraternities. Thus the frater-

nities have been receiving less

money in the form of dues

from pledges.

Less money has made it

harder for many fraternities to

keep up with payments on
their houses. "The ATOs and
Betas have pretty big bills

to pay the University,"" said

DePaolo.
Beta president Rusty

Hazzard stated, "We need to

increase membership next year,

which will be difficult to do."
He added, "If membership
doesn't increase much in the

next couple of years, then we
will have some difficult financial

problems to cope with."

Hazzard refutes, however,
rumors of the Betas planning
to close next year. "We plan

to open next year as usual."

ATO president Greg
Robertson does not see any big

financial trouble within his

fraternity. "We thought we were

going to have a little trouble

paying for repairs on our house,
but we found someone who
repaired it inexpensively. Now
we're doing fine."

situation for fraternities is much
bleaker than the immediate one.

As the number of males

continues to decrease, some
fraternities in the future will

probably be forced to shut

down. Senior Len Price, DKE
representative to the IFC, said

that "the decliningnale popula-

tion may force us to face the

capable of supporting eleven

fraternities." Junior Steve

Lembesis, president of Sigma
Nu, agreed: "I think it is

inevitable that in the future

some fraternities will have to

fold."

It has been suggested that for

financial reasons fraternities

should drop their national

affiliation. Dues for pledges

designated as going to the

national fraternity organization

DePaolo, however, does not like

the idea. "Right now I do not
think that such action would
be worth it."

Other solutions for financial

problems involve aid within the

fraternities themselves. "One
thing is for sure," said DePaolo.
"We're going to act as one group

and help each other out."

Not only financial trouble,

but also a general negative

attitude toward fraternities from

(cont. p. 6)

Brno Orchestra Scheduled

Water Pressure Back To Normal
by Frank Greskovich

which developed several weeks
ago was the result of a faulty

According to Mr. Carl Reid
of Buildings and Lands, the

meter has been replaced and

Sewanee Utility District was

notified of unexplainable

fluctuations in water pressure at

Trezevant. "At times there would

, they an apology for

itself students. He stated. "It

recently been installed by the

District, was replaced on
February 22. Mr. Reid offered function in this

Czech State Orchestra of Br
on Thursday, Mar. 17 at 8:00
p.m. CST. The concert is in

Guerru Hall and admission is

$7.00 or concert series ticket.

The American tour of the
Czech Philharmonic Orchestra
was cancelled and it was
replaced by the Czech State

Orchestra of Brno, the second
best orchestra of the country.

The orchestra is directed by
Jiri Waldhans. They will play

"Sarka" by Smetana, Symphony
No. 8 by Dvorak, and
Beethoven's piano concerto No.
3 with Brois Krajny

,
pianist.

The Czech State Orchestra
of Bmo was founded in 1956
by Bretislav Bakala, pupil of the
great Czech composer Leos
Janacek who was born in Brno.

Thus the orchestra inherited the

its repertoire classics by the

Czech composers Dvorak,

Smetana and Martinu as well

as the usual classic compositions

and an extensive group of
twentieth century selections.

The Brno State Orchestra
is one of the largest symphony
orchestras in Europe, and
includes chamber groups such
as the Janacek String Quartet
and the Martinu Chamber
Orchestra. It has performed
all Eui the

United States, draw
acclaim wherever it went.
The conductor, Jiri Waldhans

graduated from the Brno Conser-
vatory in 1947 and worked
at the Ostrava and Brno Orches-
tras, becoming chief conductor
of the Bmo Orchestra in 1962.

i. kit.-.
1

resident.

The Utility District sent a

man out on three separate

the source of the trouble. None
could be found. Apparently the

regulator flap within the meter

would periodically malfunction,

but whenever the man arrived

to check it, the meter would
be functioning normally.

The problem continued,

however, and the Utility District

finally traced the origin to the

meter. After checking the

strainer and pressure regulator

r ' r

FINESELECTIONOFLIQUORSAND WINES
AT

\
village show:

Wines and Spirits

;

" ALSO i*

NEXTDOOR

ad (Mry Sioro
COLD BEER (CASE PRICES)

j
SANDWICHES INCLUDING HOT SUBMARINES

'J PARTY SUPPLIES

MEATS /CHEESES

I

GOURMET FOODS

[RESTAURANTi
H- TRADING ^M

Bt

Do

STEAK SPECIAL
OUNCE SIRLOIN STRIP

SALAD BAR
BAKED POTATO

$4.85

J FFET 11:00 - 7:00 SUNDAY
mini

l't Forget to Make Reservations Early

for Parties in the Eagle Room

Bath located next door to the Smoke House Restaurant

Muutuaoje

Call 924-2268
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THE THREE ASPECTS OF THREE BY COURTELINE
The Purple Masque presenta-

tion of three one-act plays

by Courteline provided one of
the more pleasant evening's
(fare presented in Guerry in

some time. Courteline's turn-

of-the-century plays are not
dated in the 1970's and his

flair for pertinent verbal patter

marks an engrossing rhythmic
line through the trilogy. The
Sewanee production, while vacil-

lating slightly, gave overall

justice to the works in what
is usually a battle to the end
between author and
performance.

"The Commisssic

t perhapsReasonable Fellow"
the happiest meld of pfayv

and production. Courteline's

play is energetic and accelerates

to a proper point of social

commentary without rambling
through the brambles of con-
ventional play progression and
undue relevance. Kevin Philips

Paul Dickerson, Hank Selby and Margaret Fleming in "These Cornfields"

CANINE CREPUSCULAR REVELATIONS
by Claude Barbre

Morning. The brN

sways in their grey. Declensions
of land turn into lakes undres-
sed in a winter drought, and

leaving a frost of powder for

first light. A Sewanee dog
wakes in a field. His owner is

sleeping through class, dream-
ing not of pencils, but by
the look on his face, some-
thing just as Freudian.
The damel leans, lends a gold
tooth to the pirated dark.

The dog yawns approval. Alerted

ben.

The dog's feet fly the gravel

than arch. In mid-step
recalls a place his owner
i called Gailor. "A queer

where the men in black uniforr

often pass. There, they w
free him from his trouble 1

taking the hussey to her ownei

join had

carried the ball throughout the
entire play with proven adept-
ness and talent, although he
occasionally lapsed into
moments of pure jet propulsion.
But the most brilliant burst
of the evening was Jimbo
Mulkin who, in addition to
having a whale of a good
time on stage, conveyed the
statement of the play with such
agility that the audience was
only later aware of the social
injection. The dialogue between
Mulkin and Philips was so well
timed and seasoned (despite the
letter's illness on the eve of
performance) that it proved to
be th«r high point of the whole
evening, overshadowing even the
antics of the third play. Score
one each for Courteline and
Purple Masque.

"Afraid to Fight," a project
of Theatre 132, lost a bit of the
fire which had been stoked
in the first play. Courteline
has crafted a clever dialogue
between spineless husband and
spirited wife which attempts
no statement but provides a
humorous vignette of married
life and prods a subtle tear

for those caught in its net.
Melissa Harrison and Brad
Campbell gave it a good run for
the royalties, but their rhythm
was a bit staggered. Marilyn
Walker and Jimbo Mulkin, who
performed the same play in
tandem, brought the beat back
to tempo, but they, too, lacked
the presence which Mulkin and

Philips found in "The Commis-
sioner..." The wisdom of dual

performances is somewhat

suspect. Had the characters
been approached in
intentionally different manners,
the contrast would have been
entertaining. As it was, the
second performance underscored
the artistry of the play but
at the expense of being
somewhat tedious. Score this
one for Courteline.

"These Cornfields" captured
another vignette, but utilized

slapstick rather than speech for
effect. The script is perhaps
the weakest of the three, and
the situation more stylized and
contrived. A profligate bach-
elor being thrashed with the
welcome mat might have fared

better under the pen of Noel
Coward, as Courteline resorts
to sheer athletics to deliver

the play. The Sewanee
production, however, handled
this in an amusing way: they
played it to the hilt. Hank
Selby, Margaret Fleming, and
Paul Dickerson were
synchronized and played -off
each other so well that the
audience did not mind the
absence of substance. The
element of sound and jury
should not be overlooked in

legitimate theatre, and in this
case, where it had the upper
hand over dialogue, the change
was refreshing. Dr. Landon
deserves additional
commendation for such an artful
adaptation of "These
Cornfields" and for using

?d the

by :

n's bark, he kn
think because the canine-that is.

the "domesticated carnivore "--is

not human, therefore

unthinkably illiterate- The dog
shrugs knowing how right Char-
les Kingsley was when he said,

•Young blood must have its

day." Good Ole Charles. The
dog remembers the notebook
well where he first ate that

quotation. It tasted horrible,

digestion resulted in strange

irregularity, and worse, no sniffs,

not even from his closest con-

The darnel leans.

Sunlight litters the mist, but
cannot be filtered. It remains
faint, still in the slow pulse of

sleep. The dog pulls himself
to the lake's edge and boasts a

shadow for a reflection. He
laps the grey light now gather-

ing strength, curses his mount-
ing thirst, and after warning a

few early birds that this had
better be his day, romps in

the direction his owner was

later found it quite the

great and humbler of all ac-

tion: Food. Yet, the dog is

tom between finding his mas-
ter or abundant chow. Deci-

sion: immediate meat or drunk
donor?

Upon arriving at Gailor. the
dog scratches and waits.

Nodiing. He runs to the win-
dow side and lets out a yell.

A shoe. He comes back to the

door, and forced to use the

feminine form, whines. Respon-

se. He darts past the entrance.

He left his I.D. on a poodle

last week, so stopping is im-

New Ideas Revitalize Outside Inn

thei He

last se

The
tie he sideways across

a bed as if, just at the moment
he was rising to shower, a

dozen Nazis, armed with

submachine guns, stormed past

a mountain of clothes, and
fired as many rounds into him
as he had himself liquor. His
feet never touched the ground.

panting now. He smells sausage

now. Now he can taste the

scrambled eggs. Now NQW--
It was not so bad that the stu-

dent who dragged him out

of the cafeteria was bigger

than he was. It was something

in his easy kick, a kind of

reminiscent to being brained.

He had seen it often

practiced when his owner started

his motorcycle. Brother, did he

need a bitch.

Noon. No woman yet. Just

the dead door of his master's

dormitory room. The wind
relaxes, stretches out on a

hammock of a spider's net-

work. He is about asleep when
he first hears then spots a

Labrador retriever surrounded by
a pack of uncouth advancers.

The dog knows she's a Jezebel,

but the morning has been not

only boring, but lacking totally

in any form of sustenance. He
slips the circle of muts with a

jaw pop of as many teeth as

piano keys in two octaves. A
running game is the only gamble.

The Place of Books is the home

by Maura McClure

"It's fun to come with wild
ideas as dumb as staff nights,

doing absolutely silly things that

are fun and let students expose
their talents," commented
Reggie Rucker, the recently

elected Outside Inn Manager of
his involvement with Sewanee
Arts.

Suffering a new face lift,

*

Sewanee Arts has put on a new
smile, new program, and a new
central staff. Carol Elliott was
voted President of Sewanee Arts,

Chris Young and Elizabeth

Williams co- Vice-Presidents,

Ellis Misner Secretary, Terry

Halsey as Outside Inn Manager,
and Fran Smith as Concessions
Committee Chair.

The purpose of Sewanee Arts

students to express

i walls, and a sculpture garden
in back of the yard to

ritage of the beautiful
weather. Over a hundred student
students and faculty attended.

take adv;

The 01 br<

felt

pes to have happy
egular basis on Friday Sewanei
on and Tuesday befon
days. Also, a cafe styl

:ater and a classroom.
Other functions sponsored by

plays (like

Mysteries of Temperance

artistic talents

the;correlate

•lot too many organizations
campus break even,"
nted Reggie. "We don't

make any money. We provide
a pleasant atmosphere, live

entertainment, a good time, and
that makes us a popular place

March 1 to

a happy he
Charging

ould
75

fee from 4-6:00 that afternoon
the Outside Inn provided free

beer, entertainment by Wilkes
Alexander, William Loftus,
Jimmy Groton and others.
Students displayed art works on

by Maura McClure

Beads, beads, beads. For a

rosary? No, Mardi Gras beads

compliments of Hank Selby and
Vagabond Airlines at the 11th
Temperance League Party at

Lake Chest on to kick off

Mid-Winter's Party Weekend.
Over 150 students and

faculty signed the social register

as former Grand Wazoo Kemper
Brown toasted in Lent. Kemper
said that the four kegs were an
affront to the high moral stand-

ards of the Sewanee Lenten
Season. They were evil

spirits and to prevent anyone
else from corruption he urged all

present to aid in the noble cause

of consuming the beer.

In keeping with the

traditional sack cloth and ashes

of Lent, Dr. Kenneth Jones
placed a bucket of ashes at

Kemper's feet. Another
character confiscated a popcorn
bag for the sack cloth , and ashes

flew all over the crowd.
As Grand Wazoo, Kemper

appointed Hank Selby as both
Acting Grand Wazoo and brave,

brave Sir Knight of the Round
Barrel. Off and running. To the

keg. And of course the plastic

hotdog was awarded to the
quack most deserving, Jeff

Runge.
Some little known intrigues

occurred. Reggie Rucker was

named Massa, and the Empire
of Space Wastedom was
discovered. Billy DuBosc was
placed on a pedestal by the

girls on campus in authority

on rating guys'' legs and earned

the wuvely legs award; he
earned ten points out of ten.

A recent inductee to the
mysteries of temperance. Dale

Raulston, commented , "I

enjoyed it more than any party

I went to all weekend. The
pretty weather made everybody

feel good."

The official statement by
Acting Grand Wazoo Selby

was, "The party weekend
S.T.L. party in the spring

will be bigger and better."
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MANSON PROSECUTOR TO SPEAK

Vincent Bugliosi will speak

at Guerry Auditorium on
Monday, March 14, at 8:15.

Never in the annals of mass

murder has there been anything

like it. The savagery of the

murders horrified even the most

case-hardened detectives. The

seemingly incomprehensible

motive and the apparent sanity

or the defendants stunned even

the most experienced criminolo-

gists. Thus, through various

accounts and transcripts of the

most bizarre trial in American

history, we came to know of

Charles Manson and his

"family," tried and convicted

of the Tate/LaBianca slayings

Could it happen again? In

this definitive case study of the

"Manson mentality," Vincent

Bugliosi reveals the fascinating

and often misunderstood facts

about the family's background,

their bizzare philosophy, and
how the diiferent types, from

class president to child molester

came to truly believe Charles

Manson was Jesus Christ.

Bugliosi is co-author of

HELTER SKELTER: THE
TRUE STORY OF THE
MANSON MURDERS (50 weeks
on the best-seller list). Now in

private practice in Los Angeles,

he is currently working to

reopen the files on Robert

Kennedy's assassination based

on new evidence which. he

feels, points to Sirhan Sirhan's

frameup and the existance of a

"second assassin."

KAPLAN CONCERT IS BEST
by Preston Wiles

On Friday, February 24, t)

niversity Concert Seri

resented violinist Mark Kapl

Fear and Loathing In Nashville

by J

Ever had the desire to see

the world (other than from

Green's View or Morgan 's

Steep)? Or the longing for

different food and/or exotic

atmosphere (although Gailor

quite often provides both)?

Just an hour and a half away

these delights, and many more,

beckon. As any truck driver

would say, "Just put the pedal

to the metal and hammer it

on in to that Musical City."

EXIT-IN: Performances from

such entertainers as Guy Clark

and Steve Martin to Writer's

Night with cover charges about

$t>.00 and $1.50, respectively.

Beer, wine, munchies, and good

company. On Elliston Place.

PRINTER'S ALLEY:
Located in downtown Nashville,

these world famous night spots

offer Boots Randolph at the

Carousel and the celebrated

Heaven Lee at the Black Poodle.

As typical for a place that

attracts tourists, prices run fairly

high. Covercharge(or minimum)

at all places.

O'CHARLEY'S: Located on

Hillsboro Road, a favorite

restaurant of many specializing

in steaks, beautiful waitresses,

and their irenowneu "Wild

Irish Rose." Fair prices and

quiet dinner atmosphere make

for a delightful evening.

SPAT'S: Near Peabody

College on Hillsboro Road, this

restaurant's specialty is spare

ribs; wide assortment of drinks.

Moderate prices.

OLD TIME PICKIN'
PARLOR: Find place (depend-

ing on who's playing), cover

charge varies | with lentertainment

Beer and drinks served. On
2nd Ave. South.

LOVELESS' MOTEL: Out

Highway 100 away from town

on West End Ave. awaits the

best fried chicken around. Their

good home-cooked food at

amazingly good prices just can't

be beat in Nashville.

FRIDAY'S: The most "un-

FANNY'S: In Mozart Square

off Hillsboro Road for drinks,

beer, and a dancing band.

Singles frequent there. Minimal

cover charge noderate

CAPTAIN RAY'S
SAILMAKER: The only place

where you can be waited on by

Humphrey Bogart, Becky
Thatcher, or Wonder Woman
Drinks, excellent food, and

a wonderful salad bar; prices

run high

but the restaurant flourishes

as a favorite. On Harding Road.

SPERRY'S: On Harding

Road at Leake Ave., this restaur-

ant provides not only good

food and drinks (at reasonably

high prices) but also a back-

gammon tournament every Tues.

night (first come, first serve.)

THE PEDDLER: Right off

West End on Lyle Ave. You
choose your own steak and its

size, salad bar included in

fare. Expensive but deserving

of the price.

JULIEN'S: The finest cuisine

in Nashville at the mo^t

astronomical prices. Located on

West End Ave., for $75.00 you
can enjoy pheasant under glass

and a bottle of Rothschild

•57. Enough said?

IRELAND'S: Locations on

Hillsboro Road and in Green

Hills, providing steak and

biscuits for a reasonable price.

Great meal before a concert.

BLUE GRASS INN : For

country music or bluegrass

entertainment and moderately-

priced beer. Off West End Ave.

near Mozart Square.

Elliston Place, two blocks

from Vanderbilt on West End
Ave., provides much more than

listed above and is probably

the most popular area among

college students. Don't miss

Top O' The Block, One-Eyed
Jack's (with oysters on the

half-shell and beer), or The
Gold Rush, all three for dinner

and/or drinks, Elliston Place

Soda Shop or Rotier's, both

great grills, or Betty Boop's for

really different clothes.

And remember the Grand
Ole Opry: Nashville isn't Music
City U.S.A. for nothing!

in the most outstanding concert

I have seen at Sewanee. Mr.

Kaplan displayed a first-rate

technique coupled with an

exquisite musical sensibility

which rendered his performance

thoroughly enjoyable.

Mozart's Sonata for Violinand

Piano K.380 opened the first

half of the performance. A
fitting introduction to his

perfect intonation and articula-

tion of each note in each phrase,

the Mozart was played very

expressively if at times hints

of Romantic excess were

discernible. The relationship

between piano and violin was

superbly maintained in the

Mozart and even more so in the

Beethoven sonata which
followed. The "Kieutzer"

Sonata, op. 47 for violin and

piano, was played energetically

with great flair.

dy!

Sewanee Arts Plans

differentiation realized

btle interplay between
violin and piano was especially

effective.

If the first half of the concert

revealed Mr. Kaplan's musicality,

the

uositv.
,

nust prove their mettle

on the battlegound of virtuoso

ucnnique and Kaplan did so

with complete control. A solo

piece "Ballade" by Isaye opened
the second half of the program.
Stylistically, the work was a

potpourri of modem, Baroque,

and Romantic elements which

as an "organic unity" was not

very organic and none too

unified, though played

excellently. Rondo in D K.239

by Mozart saw the return of

pianist Anne Epperson whose

playing throughout was nothing

short of extraordinary in

consideration that Friday

evening was the first time Mr.

Kaplan and she had performed

together. "Four Romantic

Pieces" by Dvorak followed by

"Caprice en forme de valse"

by Saint-Saens closed the

evening with a brilliant display

of virtuoso fireworks by each

artist. Two encores were

demanded of Mr. Kaplan who
ended the evening with the

lyrical second movement of a

Geminiani suite.

Mr. Kaplan's playing was so

outstanding that to say anything

about his playing is pointless.

In short, an artist of great

promise gave a musically

exciting concert which was very

well received by the audience.

Film Institute
The fifth annual summer

workshop in 16mm filmmaking

is being offered by the Berkeley

Film Institute, Berkeley,

California. This intensive

full-time workshop will meet
eight hours each day, six days

each week for five weeks from

June 20 through July 23, 1977.

Practical instruction will be
given in all aspects of the

filmmaker's craft, including

production, cinematography,
sound, lighting, editing, and
phototechnology

.

Berkeley Film Institute

2741 8th Street

Berkeley, California 94710

(415) 843-9271

THE UNIVERSITY
SUPPLY STORE

cha cha

The atmosphere

is indescribable: you shouldn't

miss the T.G.I.F. party at

midnight every Thursday. Wide

variety of great hamburger

dishes plus — terrific homemade

(cont. from p. 3)

concerts (TOMMY), blue grass

festivals, and the theater

department, and design shows

like stage nights.

Eventually Carol Elliott says

she hopes jazz and other small

groups will be invited to perform

at the OI from Chattanooga

and Nashville. And perhaps this

spring a show will be composed

of those who have appeared

most popular in the past at the

OI.

"I like the people in Sewanee
Arts the most," commented
Fran Smith, Concessions Chair.

"People involved have an
interest in the place and want
other people to enjoy it. And
the mui

"

quality.'

Carol said that at the

beginning of the first semester

Sewanee Arts had a budget of

of riginal $3,C

of pretty decent

performing should contact
members of Sewanee Arts. Help

is needed with garconetting,

the technical crew, office work,
and publicity as well. Work
study is applicable at the OI.

Underclassmen especially are

encouraged to help out.

"We've had some problems

Reggie added. "It's been a slow

road because there are so many
things going on. The OI closes

for concert series and theater

productions to prevent

competition. But it is now well-

run. Carol's been working her

little fanny off; she's got lots

of new ideas."

Sewanee Arts has not reached

it's peak by any means Reggie

said. It is open to ideas and aims

at encouraging all the arts.

SPORTS
DEN

GET READY FOR SPRING ACT1V1TES

TENNIS EQUIPMENT BASEBALLS

GLOVES BATS

SALEON REMAINING WINTER MERCHANDISE

WINCHESTER
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Tommy Spectacular Enthusiastically Recieved

by Jonathan Horn

I went, backstage after the

Saturday night performance of

TOMMY and walked into what
was not at all unlike a winning
locker room. The participants

in the Production (musicians,

stage crew, business managers,
etc.) had just seen their eight

weeks of diligent and exhaust-

the form of a musically tight and
visually imaginative version of
The Who's Rock Opera
TOMMY* Considering the work
that went into the production

and the material available to the

artists, This was quite an am-
bitious undertaking.

The result of their efforts

was two fine performances of

the opera last Friday and Sat-

urday nights. This was not prim-

arily a dramatic production of

TOMMY but rather an audio-

visual experience in concert

form. However, it's very diffi-

cult to remove the drama from
such a powerful musical work.

Tom Potts and Up in the Air

provided the core of musical

talent for the production. (The
band consists of Lanford
McCalley on lead guitar, Ned
West on bass, David Green on
drums, J.E.R. Friedenberg on
keyboards and Tom Potts on ac-

oustic guitar and vocals.) Other

artists were needed to bring out
the fullness of such a demanding
work as iwMMY.

Debbie Armstrong, a secre-

tary of the Administrative
Offices of the University sang
the female leads (Mrs. Walker
and Acid Queen), and a chorus
of six (Ann Brakebill, Cindy
Clark, Fran Dilworth, Bob
Dilworth, Frank Larisey and
Jennifer Summerall ) rounded
out the vocal portion of the
show. Potts added a three piece
brass section of Hank Setby,
Billy DuBose and Anne
Hoffman. Jerf's arrangements of
the TOMMY numbers were well

performed by all on both niebts.

The set wss a multi-leveled

affair built by Technical Direc-
tor John Miller, Stage Manager
Frank Cunningham and their

crew. The drummer, the brass

section and the chorus were
placed on elevated platforms be-

hind the rest of the band. The
backdrop was a rather large sun-

like mobile hung from the back-
stage ceiling. A large net was
strung diagonally in a rather

Dalian fashion across the

expanse of the backstage area
in front on the sun-mobil. Two

? Potts, lead singer for "Up In The Air'

screens on the upper corners of

the stage permitted the projec-

tion of slides and movies and an
oscillating laser. A motor-
driven mirror ball suspended
from the ceiling of the auditor-

ium over the audience sent out
a moving spray of tiny star-

like lights on the walls at high

points during the concert. The
performers themselves were
caught in a cross-fire by a ver-

itable barrage of colored lights

Sound Engineer Harold
Smith assembled an incredible

sound system from bits and
pieces of sound equipment from
nearly every available source on
the Mountain. The SPMA,
Audio-visual and Public

Relations all lent out sound
components to be rigged by the

resourceful Smitty. The produc-
tion was' forced to rent speakers
from an Atlanta firm to assure

sufficient drive for the music.
The overall sound on Friday

night suffered somewhat since

Smitty did not have the kind
of sound equipment (the pur-

chase of which was the direc-

tion of the TOMMY effort)

which would allow him to pos-

ition himself at a suitable ac-

oustic vantage point in the hall

to have the necessary control
over the balance. Smitty did
some instrument flying from
his sound cockpit at stage left

by watching the sound on os-

cilliscopes and monitoring (with
headphones) microphones on
the P.A. system itself.

Aided by suggestions from
the Friday night audience,
Smitty did some remixing and
the sound Saturday was signi-

ficantly improved. Guitarist

Lanford McCalley 's lead breaks
which were barely heard on Fri-

day night, screamed through Sat-

urday night with dynamic flour-

Saturday night the curtain

opened on a dark stage and the

metronome of David Green 's

high-hat. The initial chord

sent a spot light to the orange

center of the sun-thing. A few

measures later, the stage lights

bloomed and the overture revved

up to full power. After the over-

ture subsided, fatigued Tom
Potts proclaimed "Captain

Walker" with confidence and
finesse, Debbie Armstrong
chimed out "It's a Boy" and the

main body of the Opera was

underway. "You Didn't

Hear It" went well, with Potts

and Armstrong complimenting

each other nicely. "Amazing

Journey" rocked properly giving

way to "Sparks." Here is

where the audience got its

first taste of McCalley's guitar

devilment. Though not a

great deal like anything Peter

Townshend would tickle the

frets with (or, could for that

matter), McCalley's guitar rides

in the Guerry Hall version of

TOMMY were clean, powerful,

gutsy and exciting.

rapid-fire slide sho

number in the sho

by far Debbie's best singing.

Potts 's and Armstrong's

harmonies cut through with

razor -sharpness on the "How
would you feel if I...." sections.

The effect on the "Schooool

Bully" refrain was really quite

astonishing. The vocals were

powerful (soloists and chot

and especially good was
weird low harmony (sung

Potts) which gives such a sir

er flavor to the piece (ir

dentally, John Entwis

a marvelous effect.

Debbie then had her big
solo, "Acid Queen" and I swear
it might have even scared She-

Devil Tina Turner right out
of her undergarments. (That is if

The singers and brass left the
stage, Potts retired to the

pinball machine at the summit
arrangement, and the band
embarked on the lengthy

"Underture" in which Lanford
lashed out with a beautiful

stream of guitarwork very

characteristic of the late 60's

acid rock style. The "Under-
ture" sounded a great deal like

The Who. "Fiddle About"
featured Potts singing Uncle
Ernie. Tom's cockney accent
and stage antics were superbly
hilarious. "Pinball Wizard"
followed and Potts laid it down
masterfully. The audience loved

To irthe

eerie effect, the colored stage

lights blinkrrl on and off in a

seemingly uncontrollable fury—

Townshend's snazzy guitar lir

nearly lick for lick. The "Crash
of the Mirror " (recorded) at

the end was welt-timed, loud and
clear. "Sensation," Miracle

Cure" and "Sally Simpson" were

all nicely done.

McCalley cranked up "I'm

Free" and Potts, the child of the

sixties (wearing a Woodstock T-

shirt) truely immersed in his ele-

(cont. p. 12)

Robbie Russo purchases beer during busy pub hours

Pub Can Serve Til Twelve P. M,
by Kurt Bruckmeier

Anyone who has been in the
Pub late at night has heard
"Bar's closed" at 11:30 p.m.
This practice may soon be
coming to an end.

According to Mr. Jim Brazel-

ton, the sherriff in Winchester,

"a beer place must quit serving

beer at midnight, and have all

the tables cleaned off by 1 a.m."
This means that the Pub could
serve beer legally until midnight.

Mr. Clinton Swafford, a Win-

chester attorney, agreed: "The
(state law says midnight. Incor-

porated towns can make their

own laws, but an unincorporated
town (like Sewanee) must abide

by the State law."

Sewanee Chief of Police Paul

Waggoner said that the county

law was midnight, also.

Common, said that when he
assumed operation of the Pub
two years ago, he was told by a

member of the beer board that

ne must quit serving beer at

11 p.m. He said, however, "If

business warrants it, we can stay

open later. On Saturdays and
nights before study days, we
could keep the bar open until

midnight, if that's wbat the law

Jcfftnincjs '

'WE SPECIALIZE IN DIAMONDS"
Winchester, Tennenee

SPORTSMAN'S INN

MOUNTAIN RESTAURANT

SPECIALIZE IN STEAKSAND PIZZAS

SALAD BAR NOW OPEN

BILL AND VI RIGINI A LOCKHART
MONTEAGLE
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FRATERNITIES
ing, so I didn't i bother with

Rusted trickling filter reconstruction long overdue

students has aroused concern
.Many freshmen males

chose not to participate in ru»r.

this year, and a larger than

usual number of students who
went through rush chose not to

join fraternities. Wayne Davis,

a freshman who decided not to

go through rush said that "the

benefits a person gets from

fraternities aren't worth the

Freshman Brian Cravens

commented, "I knew that if I

joined a fraternity I probably
would have ended up depledg-

201 PLAN ON SEWAGE TREATMENT
by Adrian Zenos

In 1976, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA ) re-

quired that a 201 Facilities Plan

be compiled on Sewanee 's

sewage treatment plant. The
Sewanee Utility District hired

JR. Wauford & Company to

undertake the study to deter-

tphu
Facilities Plan is a

study to determine the relative

effectiveness of a treatment

plant and what alterations are

needed to bring it into com-

pliance with state and federal

guidelines dealing with the

effluent of the plant.

The results of this study

showed that the Sewanee

effective and was not meeting re-

quired effluent guidelines.

The facilities at the plant

were constructed in 1956, and

the plant was built to perform

primary and some secondary

the or

plant was one of the finest in the

nation. Since 1956, however, no

extensive repairs have been made
on the plant. While the surroun-

sewage treatment plant has not.

The result of the age and
relative stability of the plant's

size has been an almost total

breakdown of the plant. Be-

cause the plant is now opera-

i
capacity, the

ery I ; been overloaded;

in some cases, the machinery
has broken down.

Because it is operating at a

maximum capacity of 375,000
gallons of raw sewage per day,

the plant cannot stand large

. the

On a given day of rainy

weather, the plant takes in about
3,000.000 gallons of raw sewage.

With no facilities in which to

store this additional load, the

water is allowed to flow through
the plant with little, if any.

This untreated sewage flows

into Depot Branch, which flows
through Lost Cove Cave, and
affording to the EPA, ends up

Mountain

.

A geological consultant veri-

fied that the water from Depot
Branch does flow into Lost Cove
Cave. The EPA feels that this

report could mean that the ef-

fluent from the plant could get

into people's wells.

In order to prevent the wells

on the Mountain from becoming
polluted, the EPA set a drinking

water standard for any dis-

charges from the sewage treat-

ment plant. This standard also

holds for discharges from the

plant coming off the Mountain
at any other location.

The EPA also recommended
that discharges form the sewage
treatment plant be piped to Elk

River to be discharged.

The J.R. Wauford Company
disagreed with the EPA decision

CANINE REVELATIONS
(cont from p. 3)

alarm, two r

the bitch. and depart both
quasi-amused and irritated. The
dog heads outh. He knows
where she lives. The wind
dozes, give him a stiff

advantage o
In an hour. he thinks, in an

Afternoon. Exhaustion. The
dog naps in the bushes in front

of a sign-post. Periodically, he
perches on his paws to watch
the students, grouped like six-

packs, leisurely wear down the

lawns with both heel and conver-

sation. How bothersome they
can be, plain outrageous with

their pointing when you want
privacy, their buildings with
sacred food, their eagerness to

e young and

Evening. Canis Major hears

the dog's prayers. The usual:

more food, less discipline, and
bless o thou de bitches.From a

window at the Place of Books,
he sees his master reading. The
dog sticks out his tongue. It

is the perfect gesture. His owner
is laughing, despite a headache

that registers five on the Richter

A co-ed skips out of a door,

She is drinking gold.

"Helllooo," she yodels,

grabbing his beard.

The problem with humans is

that they multiply.

"Hello and get lost,"

and cited several cases from

other plants on the Cumberland

Plateau where the EPA felt that

sufficient grounds for pumping

the effluent elsewhere.

"It looks like the EPA ef-

fluent standards are slanted

toward trying to force us into

going to the Elk River with

the discharge," said Wauford.

The EPA ruled that the

pumped water would have to

undergo secondary treatment

only before being piped. The
State of Tennessee changed that

standard to tertiaty treatment

before the pumping.

Both the EPA and the State

ruled that if the Sewanee Utility

District instead decided to con-

tinue to discharge into Depot
Branch, the drinking water stan-

dard would apply. This meant
that the present plant would
have to be upgraded to an
advanced treatment plant. This

upgrading would double the con-

struction costs and more than
of

Wauford feels that the new
treatment plant needs to clean

up the present discharge, but at

the same time it should be an
affordable process. He commen-
ted, "Anything we do to im-
prove treatment at the present
location is a plus." But he also
added, "We feel, however, that
the evidence does not support
the EPA claim that a drinking
water standard is justified in

Lost Cove Cave."
As it stands now, the

Sewanee Utility District must
build a large holding tank at the

plant to hold the excess water
coming into the plpnt during
heavy rain showers. Also, they

must construct a pipeline be-

tween the treatment plant and
the Elk River; and they must
bring the plant up to tertiary

escarpment."

The question boils down to

which of the two plans, dis-

charging at Depot Branch or at

Elk River, is least harmful en-

vironmentally. If the discharge

at Depot Branch does get into

mountain wells, the pipe-

line will have to be constructed.

At an estimated cost of nearly

two million dollars for the Elk

River plan, there is a good

chance that the Sewanee com-
munity, and the University it-

self, will see a raise in rates in

A large number of students

have been critical of the system
because they feel that it only

separates the student body into

cliques. "Many have been saying

that fraternities are worthless,"

said DePaolo. "The people who
complain about fraternities the

most I usually see at fraternity

houses guzzling beer on

Dean Seiters said that efforts

are being made to correct this

situation. "We're trying to make
fraternities more involved in

campus life, so as to make them
constructive elements at

Sewanee." He added that

"fraternities should not just be
social clubs, but should also

involve themselves with
academics and politics."

Dissent about fraternities also

comes from women who feel

estranged from the fraternity

system and don't feel like they
benefit as much from the

fraternity system as males do.

As

discussed at the

last IFC meeting. A little sister

program might help out the

social situation for females, and

also provide the financial boost

fraternities would welcome. A
little sister program is already

being used by the Chi Psi's.

The IFC also decided to invite

a member of the Interdorm

Council to attend IFC meetings

in order to better represent the

female population.

131

d Depot Branch

forget old.

The pipeline itself will be

8 miles long. It will run from
the treatment plant up through
the University, through the golf

course, and down the escarp-

ment. Wauford stated that the

pipeline would follow a route

along Sewanee's streets until it

reached the golf course. In

order for the pipe to go over and
down the escarpment, a thirty-

foot right-of-way would have to

be dynamited into the escarp-

ment. According to both
Wauford and Mr. John Hall,

treatment plant operator, this

pipeline would cause great en-

JERRY'S
FOOD MARKET

SANDWICHES PARTYSUPPLIES

BEER ON SUNDAYS

MONTEAGLE
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(cont. from p. 1)
opposition. " The group also

spoke out against the hospital in

faculty meetings, but reportedly

no official action was taken.

Dr. Joseph Cushman is one of

thoi

knc /, no architect or builder

studied the hospital,

claimed,
bungled in

endowment
hospital. .

"The Administration
using the Hospital

to build the new
such funds are

meant to be supportive. This ill-

thought out plan has
compromised medical service on
the Mountain."

Dr. Bennett denied that
actual endowment funds were
used, and Treasurer Dodd
agreed. "Such a move would not

only be improper, it would be
illegal," said Bennett. Dodd
stated that he knew of no

studies made other than the

Coggleshell and Ernst & Ernst

reports of 1973 and 1974.

There was, however,
substantial support among the

faculty and community (besides

the money raised). Dr. Eric

Ellis is one of the faculty who
supports the hospital. "At the

time I felt, and I still feel, that it

is quite essential that we do have
medical facilities up here for the

community and the students. I

think basically the community is

in support of the hospital; many
people, myself included, feel its

viable and essential."

TROUBLE BEGINS

The University hospital has
not always been a losing
proposition; in fact, up until the
mid 1960s, the hospital had
broken even or better (see

chart). In the ten years of
operation from 1955 to 1964, the
hospital accumulated a $28,000
surplus-that is, had a total

accumulated income $28,000
more than expenditures. Of
those ten years, eight were
profitable, one broke even, and
two produced deficits.

The downward trend that

began in 1964 was largely due to

the opening of nearby Franklin
County Hospital, said Col.

Powell, hospital administrator.

Until then, he pointed out.
Emerald Hodgson was one of the
few hospitals in the area. Powell
believes that the drop in patient

levels since that time "is the
greatest single factor in the

hospital's financial problems. We
just don't have the patients."

He also stated that, contrary to

the Budget Priorities Committee
report, "recent years have not

been losses." He explained that

the 'five-year period prior to

'975 (1970-1974) had a net

profitof $100,000.
Another factor in hospital

losses cited by Powell is the

growing Medicare and Medicaid
programs, Most of the hospital's

DOCTORS LEAVE

The final important factor in

the hospital's recent losses,

according to Powell, is the

continuing shortage of doctors.

"The number of patients, and
the hospital's losses are directly

related to he number of doctors
we have on staff," said Powell.

"Generally , the fewer doctors
we have, the fewer patients are

admitted, and the less money
the hospital makes."

Recent resignations at

Emerald-Hodgson have not
helped. "Dr. Fort alone
accounted for almost 44 percent
of the hospital's patients last

year," Powell said, basing his

estimates on actual patient days
with a staff of four full-time

doctors. "A loss like that cannot
be sustained for long."

The
searchir

Univ sity

doctors, but

there is some confusion on
exactly what type of doctor is

needed. Col. Powell believes that

"primarily, what we need is a

general practitioner-a family

man--and another surgeon." A
search committee, consisting of

Drs. Leonard, Stuart, and
Berryman and headed by the

Vice-Chancellor, is currently

looking for prospects. According
the

find 'fir.-, I.

obstetrician, and then a

surgeon."

The future of Emerald-

Hodgson, while cloudy, is not in

doubt. The hospital is still

strongly supported by the Board
of Regents, the Administralion,

the community, and some of the

faculty. The resignatio

the

our losses." Dr. Bennett i

and added, "if, say, we"
the hospital-which we h:

intention of doing-we sti

In an effort to clear up
misunderstandings and

misinformation concerning the

situation with physicians at

Emerald-Hodgson Hospital, the

PURPLE interviewed Dr. Russell

Leonard, student health officer

and practicing physician at the

hospital.

Dr. Leonard stated that the

article entitled "Doctors

Commencement Committee
The 1977 Commencement

Committee has been select-

ed and approved as follows:

Herb Jacobs, Clarence Presha,

Mariela Shirley, Doak Wolfe,

Joe Delozier, Anne Brakebill,

Jeff Runge

Juniors:

Kathy Jacks, Beth Edsall, Tom-

my Williams

Sophomores:

Susan Lloyd, Tom Scarritt,

Brad Jones

If you have a suggestion

or complaint please tell one

of these people so it can

be discussed by the commit-

raluate Hospital" which

<peared in the February 25
me of the PURPLE, as well

corrections to that article

hich were printed the

llowing week, contained some
nformation.

To this

would

nformation, Leonard stated

that he does have board
certification in both general and
thoracic surgery and is

interested in doing both. He
does not, however, wish to be
the only surgeon in the

he feels that this

interfere with his duties as

student .health officer. Leonard

said that he would prefer to be a

back-uD surgeon.

For this reason, Leonard
explained, he and a special

committee of the University are

working to get another surgeon

INCOME- EXPENSE
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From Lyric to Suspense Films
by Jonathan Bates

At the Cinema Guild tonight,

Sewanee wilt have the chance to

see one of the most lyrical, satis-

fying films of Ingmar Bergman,

WILD STRAWBERRIES,
Dream-filled and often

surrealistic, this 1957

film examines age and youth in

the figures of an old man (mas-

terfully played by the great Swe-

dish director Victor Sjostrom)

and his family and his memories.

One of the best films of a great

___jctor.

Essentially because of the dif-

ficulties of recreating a character

like W.C. Fields, critics agree

W.C. FIELDS AND MB.

tonight at the Union Theater,
does not work. This is not Rod

say he does his best acting in this

film. The fault seems to lie with
Bob Merrill, whose script, accor-

irith cliches

/ Yorker,
> the

Union on Sunday, has going for

it is Sensurround, according to

film reviewers. The sound is per-

fect in its development of the

sounds of war, but, says TIME,

"the rest of the movie is, frank-

ly, a mess." This film of the

major Pacific sea battle of WWII
appears to be conventional and
rather dreary.

Monday, the Experimental

Film Club is offering ZORN6
LEMMA, " highly intellectual ex-

perimental film with an elabo-

rate structure which is rigorously

developed. The film is built

around three sections—a reading

of the Bay State Primer, a series

of photographed signs and

letters, and two people crossing

cho
rith i

of the

- to I

1th i

'On Light, or the In-

gression of Forms." The VILLAGE
VOICE: "Three viewings do not
help me to explain to you what

A good film by a great film

stylist • is Alfred Hitchcock's

FAMILY PLOT. His 53rd film

shows that Hitchcock has mel-
lowed with age and is still able

to t tight.l

suspenseful films. The!

Jiri Waldhans to conduct Brno Orchestra

with a kidnapping plot to

excellent acting and con-

ing excitement.

V. C. 's ADDRESS
(cont. from p. 1)

I'm sorry to see him go but

every major change provides us

with an opportunity for

improvement." BUI Gilmer

seemed to express the average

student response saying, "The
speech was well presented and to

the point but nothing new."

Thursday, March 17, 7:00
p.m. - Otey Parish House - a

meeting to organize a local

immediate action about strip

mining on the Cumberland
Plateau. George Brosi from
SOCM will be present.

KM. JioiJctiQue.

NEW SHIPMENT OF JEWELRY

LARGE SELECTION OF JADE, LAPIS.

TURQUOIS , AND CLOISONNE

IN SMOKEHOUSEMALL

MONTEAGLE t
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EDITOR'S NOTES

TOMMY came to the Mountain, but it took the

coordination of the efforts of individual students,

organizations, and the community to produce the

splendid performances on two nights, both of which

did justice to the original work of Peter Townsend and

the Who. The numerous contributors of both financial

and human resources deserve praise and and thanks

for their part in the realization of such an ambitious

project.

What is particularly exciting about a student pro-

duction like TOMMY is the initiative that was taken

in tackling such a work that would definitely have

to involve more than one or two groups in order to

be pulled off successfully. TOMMY was not the re-

sult of a professor's assignment or suggestion, nor

was it a result of any particular organization's efforts

to fulfill its responsibilities. TOMMY represented the

utilization of the talents and potential of the Universi-

ty in a communal effort to put on an excellent

production and improve University facilities at the

same time. In many ways, TOMMY was an actualiza-

tion through experience of our education here,and it

is good to see that the process is working.

Now how about QUADROPHENIA for an encore?

Students at Sewanee have little spare time on their

hands, and what time students do have they enjoy

spending in other places and doing other things besides

sitting in the doctor's office. Dr. Leonard is a good,

competent physician and has been willing to go out of

his way to cater to students' needs. However, Dr.

Leonard is one man who, while sharing the limitation

of time because of the number of hours in a day,

has the duties of the University Health Officer

and the demands of a private practice and the hospital

as well.

Students also have limited time, and students

also pay a fee for health care. Many ill students have

already been forced to waste time in walking,

while sick, to the distant location of the pharmacy.

It is unfair to inconvenience sick students, much less

healthy ones, and a long wait at the doctor's office

combined with the subsequent walk to the pharmacy

is ridiculous.

A signifigant number of students have expressed

dissatisfaction, let us hope that their complaints will

not go unnoticed.

The Library has just received

the 197^ edition of SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT DIRECTORY
OF THE UNITED STATES,
which lists over 90,000 summer
jobs, primarily for students,

arranged State by eUt*. and
within each state, by type of

A BALANCED BUDGET?

ARABY KIRBY DAVIS

The
?-ChanceIlor

signatio of

results both implicit and expli-

cit have left the campus with

a somewhat different air. Some
view the change as a chance

to Btart all over again-others

as the weakening of tradition

and leadership. Both are wrong.

Despite Dr. Bennett's hopes

that his successor will be able

to take a new perspective on

the problems confronting

Sewanee, that man's choice of

vantage points will be severely

limited by present conditions.

Saddled with the economic woes

onfronting the Univ

belt for hard

Dr. Bennett has "pooh-poohed"
the deficit before and I hardly

believe his hopes for a balanced

budget next year are realistic.

Just as those who feel

Sewanee will be engulfed by a

breath of new life are mistaken,

so are they who see the resigna-

tion as an erosion or debasement

of tradition. If anything it is

a chance to return to tradition.

We need a leader who will

have sense enough to upgrade
present facilities instead of

building new ones that can't

possibly pay off, and one who

will stress first and foremost

an atmosphere conducive to the

academic excellence that has

been so hard earned.

Despite Dr. Bennett's

admonition that faculty

hospital was primarily built

thoroughly informed of the

plans and funding for it? I think

not, for any hospital

administrator will tell you that

a hospital must maintain 75 to

80 per cent occupancy to break

,
Obviously, :ept

books"
;
apparent

students "stick

so to speak, it

that we should c

with the administration of this

University now as we have never

before. It is now that we should

examine and decide the type of

leadership we want and need

rather than after a new Vice-

Chancellor has been appointed

and the deed done. I think it

is rather arrogant and stupid

to expect those most affected

by these decisions to ignore

But this brings up another

question: how much power and

say so do we really have over

our affairs and is it enough?

Were the students for whom the

1 who gave the go ahead c

Emerald Hodgson would have

known the Sewanee hospital

could not maintain that

percentage except in an

epidemic (the hospital now
maintains about 32 per cent

occupancy). And why were we
not presented with the

information concerning last

year's deficit which was
"pooh-poohed" to the Regents?

There once was a great war
fought over the principle of no
taxation without representation

but that revolution seems to

have by-passed Sewanee. How
long are we going to let others

make decisions that affect us

without demanding a voice (and
a prominent voice) in those

decisions? Let's put students and
faculty on ALL economic

(cont. p. 9)

Each entry list* the

employer, the location , the

total number of openings avail-

able, application deadlines, and

person to whom application

should be made. Call number
of the book is: 331.115
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ELECTION REFORM LAWS
by Steve Lembesis

One of the most promising

efforts undertaken in the early

stages of the Carter

Administration has been the

commissioning of a package of

election reform laws. President

Carter has put our very able and

talented Vice-President in charge

of drafting the election reform

legislation. Carter has

specifically asked that Mondale

and his task force look into the

areas of voter registration, public

finance of Congressional

campaigns, and the Electoral

College method of electing

presidents and vice-presidents.

(cont. from p. 8)

and demand a

reading of the budget before

the entire student body and
faculty who would then have a

veto over it. Futhermore, instead

of giving the Vice-Chancellor a

free hand, set definite goals

for next year which will

discourage unnecessary and
inefficient spending. The faculty

also should be promised or

demand in their contracts annual

raises that more nearly approxi-

mate the cost of living increases,

for Sewanee cannot maintain its

present academic excellence

Election reform has not been an
area championed by many
administrations and so it is

indeed heartening to see a

President take an active interest

We can expect that the Carter

Administration will back some
form of liberalizing the voter

registration process. This is

likely to be a bill which permits

registration by mail in federal
elections. Post-card registration

has long been a goal of many
Congressional Democrats but has

yet to make it to the lawbooks
for lack of support from
previous administrations,
conservative Democrats, and
Republicans. Much of the

ARABY
(a soft position in any realistic

economic system), cut back on
hospital staff and facilities,

lower prices at all University

controlled auxiliary services such
as the Pub/ Snack Shop and

Supply Store I

opposition ostensibly stemmed
from concern over fraud.

However, the experience of
states such as Tennessee which
allow registration by mail has
not shown fraud to be a
problem. Underlying Republican
and conservative Democratic
opposition is the fact that most
unregistered persons of voting

age are blacks, low-income
whites and young persons—none
of which have provided great

support for Republicans and
conservative Democratic

candidates.

The effect of a federal post

card registration law would
likely drift down to the state

and local level out of necessity.

lover pricing is almost always
the reason a monopoly faiU-

look under those little stickers

they put on everything), don't
hire matrons when these retire,

change the school calendar to

fuel, and other

without thei
We either stand up i

nd demand some voice in the

administration of this university

or stand by and watch as

economic blunders force tuition

up and many of us out, the

school is forced to liquidate

portions of its endowment or

sell parts of the Domain to pay
off its debts, and the student
body become a socially

homogenous and intellectually

stagnant community.
Petitions to Regents and a

boycott of the $150
preregistration fee would be

effective means of securing our
representation. No more money
without proper representation!

The administrative difficulties in

maintaining two methods of
voter registration would no
doubt compel states to adopt
the federal system.

Carter's proclamation at the

Democratic National Convention
that his term in office would see

"universal voter registration" has

led some to believe that he may
propose reform even more
substantial than registration by
mail. Perhaps the Carter task

force will submit a bill which
automatically registers persons

to vote who otherwise meet age

and residency requirements. The
vociferous opposition likely to

arise to such a radical break

from our present system may
rule this option out. In any case,

it appears that Carter intends to

put the weight of his office

behind some sort of much
needed reform.

Carter has also gone on
record as being in favor of public

finance of Congressional
campaigns. This may not do
much for his Congressional
relations but it is nonetheless a

good idea. The Congress was
glad to decree public financing

in Presidential elections but
evidently saw no linkage

between the goose and the

gander. The experience of public

finance of the Carter-Ford race was
a good one. The absence of big

money from our Presidential

election was a healthy thing,

However, one of the unfortunate
offshoots of public finance was

that special interests poured
even more money into

Congressional campaigns.

cut off that supply of money

However, if the Carter

Administration puts its full

influence behind the idea of
public finance of Congressional

elections it might just happen.

The President and his task

force are also likely to

recommend the abolition of the
Electoral College. (Sen. Birch

Bayh, one of the first defeated
Democrats to announce his

support for Carter, has already
introduced a Constitutional

Amendment that would do just

that). Carter's near run-in with
the pitfalls of the Electoral

College system is an example of

the power which the system has

to pervert the popular will. Had
only a few thousand persons in

Ohio and Hawaii switched their

votes, Gerald Ford would have

been elected President even

though Carter would have still

won a majority of the votes cast.

Here again, President Carter has

publicly expressed support for

reform in this manner.

It is of course too early to tell

what the final election reform

package will look like. However,
all indications are that the Carter

Administration's proposals will

be a big step forward.

The University hi

got to get tougher with ifa

budget: call in the loans on arn

fraternity house which hasn'

made a payment in two year

News Briefs

instruments will be held Jun

June 26-July 3 on the campus of

the Sewanee Academy by the

Sewanee Summer Music Center.

James and Barbara Marable,

Tennessee cello-violin team will

direct the camp, and other

faculty will be announced later.

individual instruction, ensemble

playing, elementary keyboard,

harmony, and daily recreation.

The fee of $95 per person

includes room, board, tuition,

Mrs. Marable is well-known
for her many outstanding violin

and viola students.

SENTIMENTAL SONGS OF SEWANEE
by James Bradford

One of the great things about
America is that our people dis-

play a resiliency in the face of
crisis unequalled by those of
other nations. Much of that re-

silient spirit can be traced to our
love of singing. During periods

composed and sung
boosted their spirits and helped
them to weather the worst
storms. Singing has rarely solved

Look back into our history to
test this thesis. Can you imagine
the Revolutionary War without
"Yankee Doodle?" the War of
1812 without the "1812 Over-
ture?" the Civil War without
"Dixie" and "The Battle Hymn
of the Republic?" How could

the home-folks have survived the

First World War without "Over

There," "My Buddy," or "How
Are You Going to Keep Them
Down on the Farm?" Can you
imagine the Great Depression

without "Yes, We Have No
Bananas" and, later, "Happy
Days Are Here Again?" Answer:

Of c t fail t

mention such popular songs as

"When the Lights Come On
Again Ail Over the World" and
"I Don't Want to Walk Alone"
from the Second World War.

Many people are saying that

Sewanee is now in a period of

If a ,
the; othir

sing together. Come on, Sewa-
nee, let's forget about our

troubles by raising our voices ;n

song. First, let's sing one about

the Board of Regents.

"The Eyes of Texas")

The Board of Regents is upon

All the livelong day.

The Board of Regents is upon

We cannot get away.
They will scrutinize the

campus.
Raising doubt and fear.

Just be glad the Board of

Regents
Isn't here all year!

Now, that wasn't too bad. Let's
try one that will become very

popular in the future,

(tune: "Oh, My Darling Clemen-

Oh, my budget, oh, my bud-
get,

Oh, my budget's looking sick.

Send it over to Em'rald
Hodgson

And see if that will do the

Here's another one about a

group with which we are all very

(tune: "Camptown Races")
Oh, de faculty will meet

Doo-dah, doo-dah;
We wonder what they'll have

Oh, doo-dah-day.
Will they calmly talk,

Or rather rant and rave?

I'll put my money on the

chance that they
Prefer to misbehave.

The following is for the Develop-
ment Office.

(tune: "O God, Our Help")
DuPont our help in ages past.
Oh can you spare a dime?
A million, though, would

tend to last

A longer span of time.

We are a proud but tiny

school

In Middle Tennessee,

And it is now

Women's Doctorates Increase Shows NCES
Recent NCES studies show

the number of women re-

ceiving earned doctorates in-

creased 59 per centifrom 1970-
71 to 1974-75, going from
almost 4,600 to nearly 7,300.
In the same period, the number
of doctorates awarded to men
declined from 27,500 to

26,800, a 2.6 percent drop.

In terms of total doctorates
awarded the proportion of

women receiving doctorates

went from 14 percent in

1970-71 to 21 percent in

1974-75.

The number of women
earning doctorate degrees has

increased sharply over the past

few years, but women still

lag far behind men in terms

of total doctorate winners,

according to data released by

Marie D. Eldridge, Adminis-

trator of the National Center

for Education Statistics

(NCES).

"These data suggest that the

number of women receiving

doctoral degrees will not

approach that of men in the

near future," said Mrs.

Eldridge.

A similar trend seems to

have occurred in the area of
first-professional degrees

(the degrees that prepare one

to practice law, medicine,

dentistry, and a number of

other professions), according

to NCES. The number of

women receiving such degrees

nearly tripled from 2,500

to 7,000 between 1970-71

and 1974-75. At the same

time, the number of men

receiving such degrees

from 35,800 to 49,200.
Women comprised 6.5 percent

of such first-professional

degree recipients in 1970-71
and 21.5 percent in 1974-75.
Mrs. Eldridge indicated that in

this area too, based on
current data, it is doubtful
that the numbers and propor-
tions of women in the pro-
fessions will soon equal those

Mrs. Eldridge said the pro-
portion of female applicants to
medical schools increased from
9.4 percent of total applicants
in 1969-70 to 20.1 percent in
1974-75. On the other hand,
the total number of female
applicants, 8,712 in 1974-75,
was less than the number of
men actually accepted,
11,674. The women's ratio

of acceptances to applications,

however, was higher than that

for men: Although women
accounted for 20.4 percent of

the total number of appli-

cants in 1974-75, women were

22.6 percent of those accepted.

Additional statistics on this

subject, including two publi-

cations, WOMEN'S REPRE-
SENTATION AMONG RECI-
PIENTS OF DOCTOR'S AND
FIRST-PROFESSIONAL
DEGREE PROGRAMS IN
MEDICINE, DENTISTRY,
VETERINARY MEDICINE,
AND LAW, 1969-70,

THROUGH 1974-75, are

available from the National

Center for Education Statistics,

400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20202.

Not to shun charity.

To end on a happier note, I offer

the following as a possible foot-

ball fight-song,

(tune: "Onward, Christian Sol-

Onward S'wanee Tigers,

Marching toward that goal,

With your sights on viefry

And the Sugar Bowl.
Though the fans are stag-

gering

Due to Scotch and gin,

We will score a touchdown
Or have to punt again.

Onward S'wanee Tigers,

Marching toward that goal,

With your sights on vic'try

And the Sugar Bowl.

Besides,

who wants to be accused of
merely whistlin' "Dixie?"
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CHAPEL

i

response i

writing this letter

i the i

ntly leveled at the

chapel and chaplaincy. One

point strikes me throughout all

these arguments: The chapel

should be set apart as distinct

from the everyday life of the

university community. What a

shai
•i thai

Henrietta Groom's Admissions

sub-committee report was

successful insofar as the Regents

are now leaving the

determination of the male-

female ratio up to the

Admissions Office is a step in

the right direction. I cannot

help wondering, however,

whether or not the Admissions

Office will begin to adhere to a

policy of sexual equality in the

future. One may HOPE that

this will be the case, but we

must be assured by the

Admissions Committee that this

will be the policy in the future.
(

The objections against the

a liberal arts education than in

an environment in which the

Church, the Body of Christ, was

a constant force in the daily

life of the community.
But the situation is quite dif-

ferent. When professors com-

plain that the ringing of the

bourdon for chapel interferes

with their eleven o'clock classes,

when the students complain that

Lent interferes with Midwinter's

Weekend and not vice-versa,

when professors and students
available

icize theopportunity
work of the chaplaincy, is it any

wonder that people want to re-

strict the fellowship of Christian

living solely to the Sunday

All Saints* Chapel is an imper-

fect symbol of our existence as

the Church of God, the Body of

Christ, Primarily, the chapel

should be, and is, the place

body to express our thanksgiving

prayer? And shouldn't the

chapel as the symbol of the

Body of Christ be an acceptable

place to offer our individual

talents before the Lord? To
deny this is to deny the presence

(

-h n

Chri

othei

i lli-

and

iVIlo

ratio cited

members of the Administration

are insulting to the women
students enrolled in the

University. I do not believe

that the argument that "social

life on the Mountain, based as

it is on the fraternity system,

would suffer if the number of

men were decreased" is a valid

argument for two reasons. First,

manifest the

presence of Christ throughout

the domain. I call you to

humbly let God out of His taber-

nacle and to let Him permeate

our every action. Do not try to

separate the work of our chapel

from the work of the university.

They are one in the same. Re-

affirm the fact that we are an

institution of the Church and
that anything we do as such is

perfectly acceptable before the

altar of Almighty God in that

building which symbolizes our

oneness tin the love of the Lord.

That which shouldn't be done in

the church (the building)

shouldn't be done by the Church

(ourselves).

SEX RATIO

As a woman student who has

long felt that the 60-40 male-

grossly unfair and discriminatory,

given priority over the basic

principles of sexual equality and

human rights that this university

must support. If a fraternity

™nnnt hold its own with the

Urm sity'i ady
t of financial support and

why we should deny admission

tions and the new sorority

will benefit from an equal

mention this angle. Also, I

think that the statement that

"social life on the Mountain is

based on the fraternity system"
is a bit strong. Certainly, some
of the fraternities contribute

to the social life on the Moun-
tain; so do many other groups

and organizations, most of

which are coed.

The fear that the athletic

department will be "crippled by

any reduction in the number
of male students" is also ridi-

culous. The Women's Athletic

program will be enhanced by a

strong 50/50 ratio, and there

will only be 10% fewer males

in the College. The only other

objection offered is that "female

graduates tend to give less as

alumni than do male graduates."

I'm surprised that no one has

thought of the rather obvious

fact that women have been

alio sity

for only a very short time.

There are very few female

alumnae and they are still quite

young: I cannot help but

wonder where this "informa-

tion" comes from. Many all-

female schools such as Radcliffe

don't seem to be going under
because of the lack of interest

among their alumnae. One more
point: in practicing such blatant

discrimination against admitting

female students and in giving

male social and athletic

programs priority over similar

wonders exactly where the

welfare of the women in this

university stands on the Admin-
istration's list of priorities. The
University must realize that a

growing number of its graduates

amount of gifts and support of

these graduates is going to be

in direct proportion to the

LETTERS
extent to which they were made
to feel welcome and important
during their years here.

CORRECTION

To the Editor:

Permit me to correct a mis-

leading statement in your field

education piece appearing in to-

day's issue of the PURPLE.
Your reporter writes, "Until

now, there has been no formal

interaction between the two
schools" (Vanderbilt Divinity

On the contrary, there has been

a good deal of formal interac-

tion, much of which I have been
involved in. Sewanee and Van-
derbilt have had a legal agree-

ment forming a coalition for

several years. For two years

I was an adjunct member of the

Vanderbilt Divinity School

faculty serving on faculty com-

mittees as part of this agree-

ment. The $55,000 Booth-Ferris

grant to support the joint field

of education programs of the

two schools came about as a

result of work begun by several

members of both faculties to

seek grants appropriate to our

joint programs.

Both Sewanee and Vanderbilt

developed joint programs several

years ago, together with the

American Baptist Theological

Seminary in Nashville, supported

by a previous grant from another

The only degree offered by

Sewanee on a doctoral level

is a Doctor of Ministry de-

gree earned through the Joint

D. Min. Program which Sewanee

and Vanderbilt have been

sponsoring for the three past

Over the past ten years I have

taught at least four courses

jointly with a member of the

Vanderbilt Divinity School fa-

culty, open to students of both
schools.

Thanks for the good article

on the field work program at

the School of Theology and
on its director, the Reverend
Harry Pritchett. I hope that

, these additional facts will be

of further interest to your
readers.

Sincerely yours.

GRADING

grading system at

is often excessively

>, occasionally to the

point of absurdity. Part of the

problei fact

a small school

in which personal student-

teacher relationships are

encouraged and do naturally

occur to varying degrees. While,

in themselves, these relation-

ships are undoubtedly good and

part of the liberal learning

experience, they are often detri-

mental to any parity in grades

between students in a particular

class. At this point, I must

assert that I am not supporting

the grading system; I am offering

criticism in hopes of improving

a system for which there has

been propo:;ed no viable alterna-

tes rity

to a degree by arranging to

read papers without knowing
whose paper they are reading.

Someone this aware of fairness

is probably apt to stand by his

with This oblei

and I am willing to propose a

form of punishment for

convicted of such
ion. This was written for

all th se who wanted to but
lot; for they at whom this

is dire ted know who they are.

Most sincerely.

Ellis Misner

Often professors are not

intentionally subjective (here

I am refering primarily to

courses in the humanities) but,

by virtue of a personal relation-

ship with some students, a

professor may be biased almost

unconsciously in favor of those

students which he knows person-

ally simply because he may
have a better feeling of how
that student uses words and

how much the student knows

that is not submitted in written

form. I have heard of several

professors in the University who

HEALTH OFFICER
To the Editor:

At what seemed to be the

peak of the flu/virus season, I

caught the flu and made the

pilgrimage to the Student Health
Office. The waiting room was
exceptionally crowded, but I

: told that the doctor \

be for

uld

others, whose
grades determine, sadly enough,
their acceptance into graduate
school, this can be a very
significant problem.

Only twice in my experience

here has any professor — and I

am loath to use that term in

connection with such a low

form of humanity, though

they do have their papers —
been consciously, obviously,

deliberately, despicably biased

in the assigning of grades.

There are instructors, not many,

purposely allow personal likes

and dislikes to be, if not the

sole basis, then the major basis

in determining grades. I found
this truth hard to accept at

first, but it soon became obvious

that certain professors use grades

as a reward for the attention

that any friendly or, unfortun-

ately, any coprophagous grade

grubber may care to give. I

find such an egotistical, power-
seeking, chauvinistic attitude to
something that could have

permanent effects on a student's

future repulsive and nauseating

though the office was scheduled

to be open), as he was attending

"a meeting." This is not the first

time that this has happened to

me, or to my friends.

When the doctor did arrive,

he looked briefly at my throat,

asked about other symptoms,
and prescribed a strong

antibiotic. Talking to other
people in line at the nurse's

desk, I discovered that nearly

everyone had been given exactly

the same drug, with exactly the

same strength and dosage. One
convenience for the student was

that the Health Office personnel

had made an arrangement with

the University Pharmacy,
whereby large quantities of the

most frequently prescribed drugs

were sent to the Health Office

in pre-counted, pre-labeled vials.

In addition to the convenience

this is for the nurse and the

pharmacy, this procedure

prevented hassles that might

have been caused by students

asking for a smaller amount of

the drug, or by students

inquiring about the possibility of

obtaining a less expensive

generic equivalent of the same

drug. On this particular day,

students were being asked to

buy a double amount of one

particular medicine, as someone

BOOK STORE

EASTER CARDS

c*mtnW ($akB (Ensile
RESTAURANTANDANTIQUEMALL

of The South 's Finest Restaurants



HEALTH OFFICER
(cont. from p. 10)

at the pharmacy had delivered
the wrong strength of the

drug (only half as strong as what
had been prescribed). This

resulted in extra trouble for the

student and, presumably, extra

Despite my reluctance to

return, another virus brought me
back to the office a week
later. On this occasion, there
were very few patients, and I

room without delay. From
where I sat in this room, I could
see the doctor in his office

across the hall, whre he sat

reading a newspaper for fully ten

minutes after the nurse had
informed him that he had a

patient. Somehow I doubt that
any doctor has the time to see

community patients, university

patients, attend meetings that

keep him away from these
patients, and read newspapers,
at least as long as he attempts to
accomplish all of these things

during office hours.

This letter is not directed
against the staff of the Student
Health Office. They are
overcrowded, overworked, and
understaffed. The University and
surrounding community have

grown to the point that

one doctor is insufficient to

meet the needs of all of the
people who come into his office.

I hope that the fact that the
people in the University area
(students and others) are not

adequate medical care

participation in the
performing arts." The student
initiated production of TOMMY
involved over 30 students in

various aspects of the
performing arts-making it one
of the

Sewanee. We, as concerned
members of Sewanee Arts, feel

that funding the production was
completely valid, and not "an
abuse of student funds" as
former student Elliott stated.

The long hours of devoted
volunteer labor were cheapened
by the poorly researched report.
The benefits to the students and
community were glossed.

New sound and lighting

equipment would aid every
organization and individual that
uses Guerry Hall. The article

stated that "Chuck Mangione. . .

felt the present lighting facilities

v,!l the

Respectfully submittted,

SEWANEE ACTS

ufficient.' This

fact.
. relu

We

No

hall with such poor
would question the reporter';

claims regarding othei

one expected the income from
this concert to buy a complete
sound system for Guerry Hall or
bring the lighting facilities up to
an acceptable level. It was
hoped, however, that the
facilities might be upgraded al

least to the point that the
University would no longer be
forced to borrow equipment
from students. It is

unfortunate that such a biased.

misleading article appeared on
the first day of the production.
It is also unfortunate that Ms.-

Elliotl. as a leader of a student

organization, has so little respect

for the wishes of that

organization.

1. Chris Young, Vice-President

of SA.

With reference to the

"Tommy Controversy" article of

March 4, we the undersigned feel

it is necessary that the following

information be made known.

Sewanee Arts recently had an

open meeting at which offirers

were elected and the funding of

TOMMYwaa discussed. The vote

recommending that Sewanee
Arts give $200 to the production

of TOMMY was unanimous, not
just " a majority of those

present," as stated last week.
Terry Halsey pointed out that

the actual allocation must be

approved by the executive

officers of Sewanee Arts. When
the officers met, Carol Elliott and
Mr. Halsey voiced strong

opposition to supporting

TOMMY in spite of the unified

support demonstrated at the

previous meeting. One of Ms.

Elliott'B objections was that she

feared an adverse reaction to

Sewanee Arts funding TOMMY
would appear in the

PURPLE, However, the final

vote at this meeting, as before,

was unanimous in favor of giving

the money. Ironically, an article

on TOMMY funding did appear

in the PURPLE two days later,

just as Ms. Elliott predicted. "I

got kind of pushed into giving

money," said Ms. Elliott in the

article. Let us hope so.

Sewanee Arts has stated its

purpose as "to promote student

3. Claire McDowell, fomer
Vice-president of SA
4. Jim Mulkin, former mamager
of the Outside Inn

5. Cynthia S. Clark, former

Vice-president of SA
6. Reginald Q. Rucker, of thi

Outsitfe Inn
7. Michael E. Coop, former

Vice-president of SA.

8. J. E. R. Friedenberg, former

Manager of Outside Inn

9. Allan Whitehead, former

President

10. Henry G. Selby, former

President.

(a list of 90 signatures

accompanied the letter)

TOMMY
Dear Editor:

I have caught quite a bit of

grief in the past week about the

part I played in researching the

finances of the recent produc-

tion of TOMMY (PURPLE,

LETTERS
thir

; to check

out a few complaints that I had

heard regarding the "possibly il-

legal" contributions to the pro-

duction by SAFC-funded stu-

dent organizations. I never

stated, either in person or in

print, that I was opposed to the

production. On the contrary, I

feel that it was a most worthy
project for students to under-

From my investigation, as

well as those of others, it seems
to me that there is no such thing

as an "illegal" contribution by
an SAFC-funded organization

The only distinction that

apparently can be made is

whether or not a contribution is

in the best interests of the stu-

dents and in line with the char-

ter and/or constitution of the

organization involved.

There were some tl

think could have bee

improve 1) the prod

2) the performance; b

s that I

irst. Initially, why weren't

>pen auditions advertised and
.rid for the project? There arc

everal experienced horn plajrr>

n Sewanee, for example, wv

ould have filled the roles of

jiusicians which did not even ap-

the show. A wider

;ampling of vocalists may have

produced a better chorus,

whether or not one thinks the

one used was adequate. Second,

why was more than $10,000

worth of lighting equipment

rented to supplement the

$23,000 worth that Guerry al-

ready owns, especially since

nationally-known artists spon-

sored by the SPMA and Jazz

Society have not bothered to

bring in additional lighting

equipment? The

In light of this production
and the controversy surrounding
the financing of it, may I recom-
mend that a committee of stu-

dents along with the Deans of
Women and Men be set up in

order to review any contribu-

before the contribute
ly made.

In closing, I commend all in-

volved in the production of

TOMMY, be they members of

Up in the Air, supporting mu-

tion assistants. They worked ex-

tremely hard on this production

and apparently enjoyed it

immensely. Having had some
experience with smaller produc-

MCAT-DAT REVIEW COURSE

Take it in Atalnta in 3 to 5 days anytime after March 1.

P.O. Box 77034. Atlanta, GA 30309

Phone (404) 874-2454
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other foot, opponents of the
sorority would like to destroy
that group before it has a chance
to provide the benefits of which
it is capable.

Since the formation of the

sorority has been approved by
offices of the Deans, I urg*

SORORITIES
Dear Sir:

I would like to preface this

letter by stating that I have
always had an interest in the
welfare of the student body as

affected by campus affairs and
the work of those in positions

of responsibility. I am a strong
believer in the idea that a

Sewanee student should leave

the University with a donation
toward its betterment. It is my
hope that this letter will aid

eoppo
allow

.uch ;

This the

recent controversy over the
formation of a local sorority

here at Sewanee. The formation
of this group is the donation
of a group of women who feel

that its presence will better the

group wishes to deny
the' their

opportunity to perform this

function.

With respect to the sorority's

contribution to campus life, it is

the considered opinion of this

writer, as an unaffected
observer, that, at worst, the
sorority will have little or no
effect on the lives of the

tiL-wanee coeds collectively. At
best, the group has the potential

to provide great positive rewards

According to my calculations
there are no less than 2-3

exclusive groups that arc

recognized as such on campus
However, the sorority's ardent
opponents wish to subvert that

group's efforts. These opponents
have failed to state what
characteristics that sorority

possesses which set it apart

from the exclusive women's
ribbon societies of which some
of them are members. Consider-

ing their ample opportunity to

do so, one is tempted to

conclude that there are none.

All things considered, I do
not feel that it is the right of

the majority to subject the

minority to its tyranny (this

being the proper wording of the

doctrine.) To mail sarcastic,

contemptible membership fliers

through the SPO and to be void
of the courage and integrity

to identify the source of the

same, is such a subjection of

tyranny.
Whenever any change is

proposed that affects campus
life, the cry of its proponents

has been to try it. Most changes

at Sewanee have been tried;

some successfully and some not.

Now that the shoe is on the

ii..

founders to exercise their

opportunity to better the

university that they attend.

If the sorority is truly as un-

popular as many contend, it will

not last. If it does last, and prove
beneficial to its members and
the community at targe, its

smothering at its inception

would prove to be a grave error

BLACK STUDENTS

Dear Editor:

This letter is in response tor,he

article that was written in the
Araby column of the
Februarv 10, 1977, issue of the
PURPLE. It is from the

perspective of a Black student
1.. the University, a perspective
that unfortunately has been
represented very poorly since I

have been enrolled here, for
one reason or another.

As the only Black American
student in the School of
Theology, I am not only

S..-v

lily

from the
w ck undergraduates to some
extent. This has its bad points,

uui there are many good points

to it as. well. It allows me to be
involved in the undergraduate

community, but provides easy

access to objectability by being

able to readily remove myself
from among their midst. It is in

the light of an outsider looking

in that I wish to address the

main issue that was presented

in the article: racism at

Sewanee.

When I first read the article,

1 was greatly dismayed and
angered that such an incident

would have occurred. Although

conclusions readily, I felt an
obligation to myself not to

patronize the Pub. UntUI could

discern the true nature behind

the incident, I would have been

denying my own dignity as a

person. It is for this reason

that I can appreciate those

persons who chose not to

understand the motivation of

those persons who have, are,

and will be standing up and

speaking out for the

recognition of the dignity of

the individual as a human

being. It is only in the light of

(cont. p. 12)

\fc Col4oM~Va/cH 1 r

MENS AND LADIES

JEANS

SWEATSUITS AND

ATHLETIC SHOES
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BLACK STUDENTS
(cont. from p. 11)

such understanding that the

anti-action towards our fellow

man can be dealt with

effectively and eradicated.

The letters that were

printed in last weeks edition of

the PURPLE dealt effectively

used as examples of racial

discrimination. 1 will not

address myself to those except

encountered any difficulty

with any of the employees of

•lib.- Pub the

bar, but I have been in the

right or wrong place at the

right or wrong time, depending

upon whose 8ide y°u wisn

to uphold, so as to be made
aware of the factuality of racial

attitudes that are held by some
members of the community

najority, are from families that

tradit for In

light of this and the fact that

the Sewanee tradition is

embedded within the Southern

tradition of our country, I find

it easy to understand why
persons

that by
to show

As a Southerner, 1 am proud
nnecessary

.

the ritjge

uque the

the US. Today, we
are having the opportunity to

see the South begin to rise to

prominence again. The "New

referred to, is here with us

now. The era in which the

South presently finds itself

began in the fifties. With the

increase in their demand for

equality, the oppressed people

of the South, both Black and
white, brought the South face

to face with the condition that

it was in at the time. With the

ches and rallies of

the

pea
the

brought face I

condition, and that which had
been hidden under the rug

surfaced to institute the

transition of the South and the

As a child must grow into

adult, by way of adolescence,

so the South has been bom;
has seen a childhood as a pro-

slavery society; has seen
adolescence as a society that

had to reconstruct itself, as like

the child that finds puberty
bewildering because he is no
longer a child; And like those

of us who who like to try to

recapture and relive our
glorious childhood, the South

has seen the institution of the

infamous "Jim Crow Laws".

that leads to creative growth.

But, with the same eye of

reflection, see the" mistakes

that one has made along the

way and learn from them, so as

to have a guide that will

enable him not to journey

down a path that will lead

towards the same or similar

mistakes, that cause growth

retardation.

I ask that those of you who
live as members of the "New
South'* continue to do so.

Those of you who consider

yourselves to be Southerners, I

ask that you will join in

making the adulthood of the

South a time of creative

growth. The

But the

LETTERS
I an rapidly learning the art

of journalism and therefore hap-

pily pass the buck to my editors.

Both of them (who wish to re-

main anonymous) have more ex-

perience than I and should have

seen that the TOMMY article

was biased in its presentation of

the facts. I have forgiven them
however, and they have recip-

rocated.

As for the article itself, I

maintain that all of the facts are

true. The bias involved is a mat-

ter of composition and quotes

used out of context. The article

was well-researched with many
sources drawn upon, but some

key information was omitted

(such as the great amount of

. Once i the ey<

and the world i

i of 1

the South. The
administration is the lens that

has focused the attention of

the world upon us. Will we be

seen as still being plagued with

racial injustice that has become
syn

will
'

the

South.

people who are trying to

become the responsible adults

that are demanded of us in this

present age. Although it is true

that we have 1 a long way to go,

let us shorten it by taking that

first step today.

In readdressing the issue of

is there racism at Sewanee, I

Sewanee. But I am aware of a

concerted effort on the part of

the faculty, students, and

community at large to

eradicate the problem. It is a

slow process indeed, but as

with the child that does not

take

As that

efforts lead to self-support,

then to steady steps, and

running, finally until we are

able to leap and jump, so let it

be with Sewanee. We have

started to walk,now let us learn

how to run until finally we are

Reginald-Davis.

TOMMY II

costly electronic equipment used

in the production) that might

have cleared up some questions.

I sincerely hope that atten-

dance was not hurt by the

article. According to my drama

teacher, the surest way to get a

sell-out is to have a production

criticized, so maybe there were

some beneficial results. I didn't

see much student protest in the

howls of appreciation at the

close of Saturday night's perfor-

mance. I howled myself.

I also feel that student

functions should support, not

handicap, one another. The

Mountain is small and enthusi-

asm can be quickly generated, if

not hampered.

As for the letter of a thou-

sand signatures, I am glad to see

the Sewanee Arts stand up when
criticized. It helps intra-club

unity and the formulation of

group goals. Only don't come
down on your leader—1 don't

think she liked the article either.

After the dust settles, I think

everyone will agree that the pro-

duction was an excellent

(mostly) student effort that is

deserving of praise. Since that is

the editor's department, I will

refrain but I would like to com-
mend a job well done. My only

question is—how long did it take

the female vocalist to grow her

hair down to her knees?

Tom Scarritt

Tommy Spectacular Reviewed

(cont. from p. 5)

ments, went into a Townshend
windmill tirade. It looked like

fun too. "Come to this House"
offered some good piano work
by Jerf. Potts as Uncle Emie

reappeared briefly in "Tommy's

Holiday Camp" then a beauti-

fully done "We're not Gonna

Take It" accompanied by a syn-

bolic crucifixion scene from a

familiar film "The Parable" (pro-

jected above) built up to the

climax: "See Me, Feel Me /Lis-

tening to You..." The finale

The chorus of TOMMY

was excellent. Potts, despite his

sfrnined voice rane out the last

"See Me, Feel Me, Touch Me,
Heal Me" with victorious splen-

McCalley launched into a

ult of frenzied lead g

Many people contributed

in many ways. The concert

was a success. It made some
money toward a new sound
system (nearly $1000), and a

good time was had by all. Pro-

bably the most credit is due to

Tom Potts whose idea it was to

and who worked tirelessly

for eight weeks to see it be-

come reality. Lanford McCalley

said following the

production: "Tom did an ex-

cellent job of both organizing

the project and giving us the in-

centive to work hard and bring

out the excellence in musi-

cianship which I feel was faci-

lely exhibited during both

performances." McCalley went
on to say, "I am very proud of

both the endeavor itself and all

the persons involved.'

Good job!

i information
"

printed in last week's PURPLE
(a very popular thing to do) con-
cerning the TOMMY article. I

must confess—I did not write

the article.

That fact, in and of itself,

constitutes an unforgivable jour-

nalistic error and there have

been whispers about the Honor

Code, but I must stand my
ground. I should not have

allowed my by-line to be used

on writing that was not mine

(particularly hotly contested ar-

ticles), but the mistake was a

combination of oversight and a

Results of Student Life Poll Released
by Bruce Dobie

The Student Life Committee

of the Delegate Assembly recent-

ly made public the results of

the Student Life poll taken

last semester.

Of the 632 students respond-

ing to the poll, 54 percent

were male and 46 percent were

female. 28 percent were fresh-

men, 28 percent were

sophomores, 22 percent were

juniors, and 22 percent were

The poll contained 26

questions about such things as

the use of the Bishop's

Common and DuPont library.

when the South is entering into

adulthood. How successful one

is or will be as an adult

depends upon how well one

can look back upon childhood

and adolescenthood and retain

the free and imaginative spirit

Artists SupplitpliesjynFrames jl

Sewanee's social life, and publi-

cations such as the PURPLE
and CAP AND GOWN.

One of the interesting things

brought out in the poll was
that students in general felt

that Sewanee should increase

the numbers of black students

but not increase the number
of females. In doing so, students

believed that the

Administration and students

themselves should be the ones

to remedy possible

discrimination.

The majority of SAFC
funded organizations came
under fire in the poll for not

being beneficial to the students.

The highest rated organization,

Sewanee Arts, was only liked

"very much" by 24 percent

of the student body.
Opinions on social life indi-

cate that most students would
welcome 24 hour dorms and
an increase in non-fraternity and

centered
However, 69 percent of the

students were opposed to the

establishment of sororities

and 17 percent still had not

made up their minds.

As for fraternities? 53

percent indicated that there is

more emphasis on fraternities

than they would like to 6ee,

although a hefty 44 percent

favored the present

Students would be receptive

to a better yearbook this

year. Many (40 percent) \

Use of DuPont library and
the Bishop's Common reveal

that students like to spread out

their studying with games of

pool and eating breaks. Most

students use both the library

and BC in the evening.
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> Clet

by Kirby Davis

The 1977 Sewanee L

Team opened its season
disappointing 20-6 loss u
son. The game was basically

offensive battle with two Clei

son playe
player sco

apiece.

Sewanee's six points were
accounted for by Rob Christian

with four, John Penn with one

and Frank Berryman with one.

Berryman also had one assist as

did John Oliver. Frank Parker

The top five scorers for Clem-

son accumulated 18 points.

These players were from Mary-

land and had been accustomed

to the game for many years.

Sewanee, on the other hand, had

eight players who saw a lacrosse

game for the first time Saturday.

Frank Berryman suffered a

pinched nerve in the neck.

Coach Berryman pointed out

that it was only the second in-

jury in six years. The game was

physical at times but always

clean as evidenced by the meagre

16 fouls accumulated by both

teams. Coach Berryman said

the team's main problem was
midfield strategy and said that

would be stressed in practice this

He
still enthu

and that the first

Lacrosse Club in

Atlanta, respectively. Berryman
said that the annual intersquad

ige will be held this Sun-

Synchronized Swimming Show
Mermaid lovers

Where? At the Sewane>

on Friday, March 11 at

7:00, of course. We all know

that there are no mermaids, just

like there's no Santa Claus or

Tooth Fairy , but here at

Sewanee we do have the

Synchronized Swimming team.

Even landlubbers will find

the annual Water Show as entic-

ing as the Sirens' song. The

Sewanee water bugs promise

to cure any spectator's travel

bug with their "Around the

World Theme."

The grand tour will begin in

Vienna with the team routine.

Nora Frances Stone will help

carry the group to Sicily with

her solo. The stage of the

Russian Ballet will be present-

ed by Kathy Herbert and Chris

Keyser. Greece will be present-

stirring duet by Lou

and Carol Gaskins.

authentic Indian dance

Afte i

South

Morton and Susan Bennett will

create the atmosphere of a

Hindu temple. Jennifer Ray

and Nora Frances Stone will

give their aquatic rendition

of a stroll down Carnaby Street.

Seas in another group effort,

Jennifer Ray will escort viewers

south of the border to sunny

Brazil. The last whistle stop

will be the good old U.S. of

WOMEN'S SOCCER CLUB
by Cindy Irvin

Saturday afternoon eighteen

players of the newly formed

Sewanee Women's Soccer Club

traveled to Birmingham to see

what the game is actually all

about. With two weeks' practice

successfully completed and with

the encouragement of the ever

optimistic Max Matthews and

School in high spiri s despite th>

which seemed

start with the whistli

ckly turned

mtest of who could run -

ball and not slide

Knowles, Diane, and Rosemary: The Benedict Bunch

Sewanee

team soon found itself faced

with a skillful opponent who,

despite the mud, played a

beautifully executed game.

By the end of the first half

the Altamont team led 3-0. As

the second half began the

players found themselves having

to look hard to see the ball

which gave the Sewanee team an

edge as they started to play

more aggressively, threatening

several times to score. The Alta-

mont team, exemplifying their

undefeated status, quickly re-

sumed control and managed to

kick in 5 more goals, winning

the game 8-0.

The Sewanee team now with

1 game completed expects to

progress rapidly in the next two

weeks before it takes on Alta-

mont again here on March 21

in what it hopes will be a well

played and well attended match.

LEONARD CONT.
Leonard explained that he

came to Sewanee with the

"understanding" that he would

be able to continue private

practice but he remains "de-

dicated to the students."

"The hospital and private

practice do not lend time for

what needs to be put into the

student health service," said

Leonard. "The problems of the

hospital which I'm sure everyone

is cognizant of are taking up a

lot of time. The four weekly

meetings which usually last an

hour are sometimes stretching

Leonard said that he was

"sorry to hear" that student

dissatisfaction is as high as

18 percent. He added that

"if anyone's really sick, just

J .It

Sewanee action during Clemson game

1977 LACROSSE SCHEDULE

Thuis.,Mar.11 Clemson Home

Mon., Mar.18 Atlanta Lacrosse Club Away

Sun., Mar.20 Georgia Home

Sun., April 10 Vanderbilt Home

Fri.'April 15 South Carolina Away

Sat.,April 16 Citadel Away

Sat.,April23 Georgia Tech Home

Sun.,April24

Sat. .April 30

Vanderbilt Away

UT Knoxville Home

&utiyue

AUTHENTIC AMERICAN INDIAN JEWELRY

SPRING CLOTHES NOW ARRIVING

NEW LINE OF TENNIS CLOTHES

50% OFF ALL WINTER MERCHANDISE
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SAE'S DOMINATE I.M. BASKETBALL SEASON
by Aubrey Pompey

A League
First tea

Dudley West SAE
Stuart Collier SAE
Pick Thorn,!!.

lohn HU1
r
.'r;,nk Sconzo LCA

Second t

Jimmy Brett Beta

John Scovil KA
Nino Austin
Cam Haar ATO
Jim Flowers SN

Most Valuabl Plav

Dudley West

Df STARS
SELECTED

by Aubrey Pompey

The Independents and SAEs
dominated the A league's first

team Allstars. The Ihdys and

the Es placed two players each

on the first team. Dudley West

and Stuart Collier represent the

Es on first team while freshmen
John Hill and Vick Thomas

for the Independents.

season champions with only one

real scare which came from the

Betas. The Betas, who finished

third losing to the Independents

and SAEs, were triggered by

Mark Phillips and Jimmy Brett

both averaging over 20 points a

game. When this back court pair

acored, the Betas were tough.

However, when Phillips and Brett

were shut off, the Betas fell as

they did in the playoffs against

the SAEs.
Finishing fourth in the

Chis. The Chops were an up-and-

down team that could beat

almost any team if hot but could

to tally the points and he

did. The Chops' only losses

during the regular season were to

the three teams in front with

better standing.

The ATOs and the KAs were

tied for five with identical

records. When one talks about

the KAs one talks about John

Scovil. John averaged well above

20 points a game and was the

only reason the KAs made the

playoffs.

a preseason pick to finish no
lower than second, the ATOs
had to fight hard just to slip into

the playoffs. The ATOs were

led by Cam Haar and got some
much needed help from Willie

May berry.

The Phi Delts made a strong
bid for a playoff berth but fell

short losing to the ATOs late

into the season. They surprised

quite a few teams and almost
pulled out against the

Delts, which should be
spelled with a "d" to give you an
idea of the size of their team,
(Mike Gunter

feet the;

The
i the lei s the ATOs. As

almost made the playoffs.

Picking up two wins this year,

the Sigma Nus suffered from the

same disease that struck down
the Delts, lack of height. Even
though they were small, the

Flowers brothers made each

game exciting and kept them
from the bottom spot.

If there was a draft in I.M.

basketball with the last place

team getting first round choice,

then the Dekes should have the

best and the tallest in the league.

The Dekes, who finished last

without a win, were hit hard
early with an injury to Frank

Wartman, and the non-return of

Steve Jacobs.

INDYS SWEEP IMS
Frai lldl-il r t the

first team as a Lambda Chi.

Dudley West was voted most

In the B league David Laude
led the voting as most valuable

player. He was joined by Steve

Jobe and Cam Welton of the

Fijis, teammate Horace Sanders

and Tim Vann of the Theologs.

by Aubrey Pompey

The Independents captured the

A and B league Championships
as the A Team avenged its only

loss this year with a 60-52 win
over the SAEs. The Indy B
team also completed an un-

defeated season with a 50-33

ATO B

In the A league final the Indys

used some timely shooting and
some sticky defense to hand the

SAEs their first loss of the year.

After a seesaw first half the

Indys trailed only 27-25, but
from there on out they were
not to be denied. The third

quarter proved to be the decisive

quarter as the Indys exploded

The SAEs regrouped for one
last charge in the fourth quarter,

but the Indys 14 point lead was

John Hill led the balanced Indy
attack with 19 points. Dudley
West led the Es i ith 25.

Vic Thomas drives past Dudley West

In the B league championship

the third quarter again proved to

be the clincher. After taking a

20-14 lead at the half, the Indys

doubled the ATO output in the

third quarter, 16-8.

The ATOs gained their final

berth by downing the SAEs,
and by stunning the Figis 61-44.
The Figis managed to capture
third by dismantling the
Theologs 63-55. The Theologs
finished fourth and the Betas
slipped by the SAEs to take
fifth.

Festival Players, a non-profit

corporation registered in the

state of Tennessee, will hold
auditions on Friday and Saturday,
March jg.i^ jn the Theatre

Arts Center on the campus of

University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga from 3 pm to

6 pm on Friday and 11 am to

1 pm on Saturday.

The Independents, who
finished second during the regu-

lar season, used a balanced

attack with five guys averaging

in double figures and a strong

bench. The balance and the

bench are what gave the Inde-

pendents the edge over the rest

of the league.

The B team season champions
were the Independents. The
major reason for this was strong

defensive play and the onside

work of David Laude. Laude
averaged 20 points per game to

lead the Indy Juniors to an un-

defeated season.

Many thought the Fiji. B
team would be the team to beat
but they lost only one game
during the regular season and
that was to the Indys. The Fiji

talent was well distributed with
Steve Jobe and Cam Welton
blazing the way.

The Theologs field a good

team each year and this year was

no exception. They lost two

games to finish third along with

the Betas and the ATOs.

The Beta B team pulled to-

gether to play well on some
unfortunately hit

cold shooting in key games. The
ATOs, who also lost only two
games, were the surprise team in

B League
First team

David Laude Indy

Steve Jobe Fiji

Cam Welton Fiji

Horace Sanders Indy
Tim Vann Theolog

Second team

Jeff Ken dell

Mike Jones
Dennis Reed
Horton Frank
Blair Dickerson

ATO
Beta
SAE
Fiji

j

Most Valuable Play
David Laude

the league. They slipped into

the playoffs unnoticed and
almost came away with the
championship but fell short.

Although the Dekes made a
poor showing in the A league,

Jeff Lowe led the Deke B team
to put together a .500 season
with a 4-4 record.

Tony Cooper hurtles past bucket as bewildered SA Es look c

'An old friend with a flew i

FORMERLY BANK OF SEWANEE

Monteagle Dairy Queen

NOW WITH INDOOR SEATING

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

MONTEAGLE MARKET
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Synchronized Swimming Team
in the Southeast and to find

competition, the Sewanee syn-
chronized swim team traveled to

the campuses of the University

of Geortia and Floida State

University on March 6-8.

Although the Sexanee swim-

defeated the Georgia Dol

coached by Carol

Elliott.

On Saturday, the University

of the South team met with th«

40 year old Tarpon Cub of
Florida State Unh

for exhibition du<

Creative Aquatics
program. This approach de-
emphasizes stunts which are a

strong point of the Sewanee

ferenc

Club
style

>re presented
to a great dif-

The Tarpon
n a national

Dbin Club

the

cla>

lasl

in favor of Georgia,

to 693.85.

Df equal depth on the

• Sewanee represents-

at prevent them from

)me honors. In the

>etition Nora Frances

Dudley West during fast fall's gridiron

Stone won first place with skills

placed her in a safe third

place with a total of 102.95.

Carol Gaskins earnes fifth place

with her 89.25 points.

Lou Tucker, Chris Keyser,

Kathy Herbert, Susan Bennett,

and Ann Morton also competed.

Victory finally fell into the

hands of the diligent Sewanee

gymnasts on February 28. The

University of the South amassed

69.20 points to beat the Univer-

sity of Tennessee at Martin's

total of 59.25.

Suzanne Yandow claimed all-

round honors for Sewanee with

25.45 points and Nora Frances

Stone placed third among those

competing in alt four events with

place by ; of B point by

Karen Shotwell of U.T. Martin.

Third place went to Stone.

Kalhy Herbert and Leona Lopez

placed fifth and sixth,

respectively.

Top h>

SEWANEE GRIDDERS HONORED

the balanr

it to freshman Kathy

Yandow came in third

followed closely

fourth place.

ll plai nd sho

by Greg Robertson

On few the

student-athlete at Sewanee has

held his own with the best

athletes from all corners of the

country. Witness the fact that

Sewanee currently ranks sixth

among all colleges in the numher

of NCAA Post-Graduate scholar-

ships (10) and second

among division III schools.

On February 21 in Chattano-

oga, Sewanee once again took

Division Coach of the Year

while son John added the title

of University Division Coach

of the Year to an already im-

pressive list of awards garnered

after leading his Pittsburgh

Panthers to the national

chai

rh.it

fall

i winning his awards, the

Majors guided the Tigers

5-4 mark and the CAC

pla. the

elite at the awards banquet for

the Churchman's Hall of Fame.

This organization, headed by

long-time sports observer Stony

Jackson, recognizes outstanding

football players who also ex-

exemplify high religious

standards and leadership

In an unprecedented sweep,

Sewanee 's Head Coach Shirley

Majors was named College

importantly. 1976 marked the

completion of his second decade

at Sewanee. During this tenure,

Majors has not only earned

a first-rate reputation as a

leader and strategist, but also the

great esteem and respect of his

colleagues all through the ranks

of the coaching profession

With regard to being recog-

remember. I feel humble and

appreciative."

But that was not all for the

Tigers.as the CAC took its place

right next to the SEC, Big

Ten and Pac Eight with the first

team selection of senior middle

linebacker Dudley West along

with the second team pick of

senior offensive guard Kevin

Marchetti. West and Marchetti

earned their steak dinners as

two-time unanimous all CAC
performances during a time

when the Tigers were undefeat-

ed in conference piay. Tl, °

award was the &

kind for West

was tabbed for

scholarship 1

In reference to his play

from all over the country."

Marchetti summed up the

feelings of both himself and

West when he iddn -
.

>' the

other players in his acceptance

speech, "It really was a thrill

watching y'all on TV this

fall
'

on the uneven parallel bars for

the Sewanee squad thanks to the

efforts of Yandow, Stone, and

Julie Hall. Herbert managed a

third on the vaulting horse while

teammates Stone and Yandow

followed in the number four and

five place sloU.

the ;iff:iir vith

SEWANEE NETTERS VICTORIOUS
Overpower Fisk University

by Tandy Lewis

On Friday, March 4 .
the

Men's Tennis Team opened their

season with a 9-0 victory over

Fisk University of Nashville.

Fisk was no match for the

Sewanee netters

In singles play, David Hum-
phreys, Ed Colhoun, Tandy

Lewis, and Pat Gilmore (num-

bers two, three, four, and six,

respectively) all had fairly easy

Only Sperry Lee and Woody
Leonard were extended to three

sets before winning. Lee fought

off three match points before

coming back in the final set

to win 6-3. Leonard had a much
easier time in winning his

match 6 2 in the third set

Lee and Humphreys won thf

number one doubles 7-6 in the

third set.- With the score 4-4 in

the tie-breaker, the next poinl

decided match,

ed the

Hu:

while Sam Boldnck and John

Douglass teamed to take the

number three doubles, 6-4, 6-2.

Kevin Marchetti (74) looks for a block

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE BY OWNER

Handsome cut stone house with five bedrooms and three baths.

Top condition and within one block of the

Uhwersilyof the South,

Living room panelled in English Oak,

$85,000

Write
A H. Hanigan

Box 10
Sewanee, Tennessee 37375

or Call 598 -0235

The

REDKEN HAIR AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS

EASY CARE HAIRSTVLING FOR MEN AND WOMEN
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LIMITS OF POWER ISSUE IN D. A. MEETING
by Peggy Barr

Two tions were passed,

another two Tailed, and Nancy

Bell was elected to fill a vacancy

on the Student Activity Fee i

Committee during the March 3

Delegate Assembly meeting.

The meeting opened with

controversy. Speaker Billy

DuBose read a letter which he
had written to Marcia
McFadden, editor or the CAP
AND GOWN, requesting her

presence at the meeting "to

speak if you would about the

plans you and your staff have
for this year's annual."

About the letter DuBose
explained, "The idea to extend

CAP AND GOWN office: Whet is happening now?

Probable Fines From EPA Ruling

interested in the progress of the

CAP AND GOWN, and it was
received well by the rest of the

The letter reads,

though I honestly
vouche for the behavior of one
or two irate D.A. members,
I personally ask only that you
make a brief statement to the

body outlining perhaps what
you have in mind for this year's

book, and the progress to date.

Whether or not you wish to

Held questions, I leave

completely to you."
Miss McFadden declined the

invitation in a letter written to

the D.A.: "Such an action I

feel would set a harmful prece-

dent which could be abused

in the future.

"The CAP AND GOWN is

accountable to the Publications
Board for approval and review
of its budget," McFadden's
response stated. "It is responsi-

ble to the Student Activities

Fee Committee to use its money
wisely and well. It is accountable

to the individual students of this

University at the annual election

of editor, in hopes that this

response student

stressed that

the scramble system is still

unfinished. Several

improvements will be made as

soon as ordered equipment
arrives and money for final

changes can be acquired. SAGA
has promised that the system

will be completed by

September. The University, not

the student board fee, pays for

these changes.

ID policy

distribute

steak night

to the continued

SAGA plans to

tickets on

t to prevent students

g back for seconds,

i asked the D.A. for a

>te" on a SAGA
which would allow

ailor to serve only two meals

i Sunday. Brunch would be

rved from 9:00 to 11:00
large meal would be

If the Utility District fails to

neet the deadline set for the

ompletion of the planned im-

provements, it will be subject

to a fine of from $100 to$1000

a day. As Hall stated, "We

editor be the

DEGREE PROCESS
(cont. from p. 2)

scholarship and theology, and

the Doctor of Letters, awarded
for accomplishments in literary

or academic endeavors.

Dean Webb Stated that "we
do not normally give a degree to

anyone directly connected with

the University, except the Doc-

tor of Divinity the owning
bishops."

The degrees are awarded at

of the recipients are withheld for

reasons of courtesy until they

have been contacted by the

Vice-Chancellor. Dr. Turlington

noted, "We wait until the Vice-

Chancellor has written these

people; it is only polite." An-

nouncing the list of nominees

could lead to considerable em-
barrassment for those who are

never confirmed.

Turlington said that the pro-

posed nominees are sometimes

directed to the Joint Faculties

which consist of the Academy,

Seminary, and College faculties.

Last Monday the Joint Facul-

ties considered this year's nomi-

without

Hall commented of the Utili-

ty District workers, "We all live

in Sewanee and we all work

here. We're not out to make a

fortune. The district is set up to

give you decent water and

decent wj
harming the

The EPA ruling is without a

doubt going to cost the Sewanee
community money. How much
depends on whether or not the

Utility District can convince the

EPA that there is no chance of

the treated discharge getting into

private drinking water. Wauford
commented, "We'd like to get

the EPA to change their minds,

but it doesn't seem like well be

able to."

ces of the students as

properly manage the

CAP AND GOWN's financial

affairs. These responsibilities I

believe I have assumed.

"The CAP AND GOWN is not

accountable to the Delegate

afternoon from
1:00 to 3:00 for a three week
trial period. D.A. members
declined to vote, requesting

that the matter be brought up
at the next meeting after some
student opinions are heard.

Mickey Burr
.'ity Fee

that Jun Ava

He stated that" a letter

being sent to all organizai

heads telling them to petit

The

the

ittee will

April 15

by
before you could easily be
to interfere with the work of

future editors. Therefore I must
decline your invitation."

Although some D.A.
members agreed with Miss

McFadden, others maintained

that the CAP AND GOWN
is accountable to the Assembly.

They argued that the D.A.
i which

Proposed Budget Submitted to Regents
odythe

representation from the

meet from April 8 t

to consider all petitions and to

plan the 1977-78 budget. A list

of proposed allocations will be

published in the PURPLE
on April 29, and a "gripe

session" has been set for May 4.

The meeting concluded after

electing Nancy Bell to fill a

vacancy left by Clark Spoden's '

resignation from the SAFC. She

now has full voting privileges.

Representatives soon turned

from the issue to discuss several

motions. They voted to request

the faculty to abolish the

the BudgetRecently

Committee submitted its

proposed budget to the Board of

Regents. Suggested was a

balanced plan involving

$10,514,680 in both total

This figure represents

year 1976-77 and an increase of

slightly more than two percent

The Regents approved all of

the new budget except for the

$867,950 allocated to the
operation of the University's

^raid-Hodgson Hospital and
the ihalf r

proposed for faculty.

For the hospital Dr. Carlo
Alvarez, Faculty head of th<

Regents dub

at as yet made
a decision about its operating

budget.
The Regents called for a

"redistribution" of $80,000 in

the area of facultv salaries over

the proposed plan.

The final budget is

pending approval by the Regents

prescribed changes. I

Alvarez said that the Commit!
is attempting to amend the pi

as quickly as possible.

JjF"* :§f :'§§ :';l| :'l|

cigarette smoking in bailor 13 point grading system in

failed. Also failing was a motion accordance with student
which would have required all

opiriion Th,, request will be
organizations to have a charter made a( ^ neJcl fjcu|
approved by and on file with meetm -

the Delegate Assembly. q Clinkscales'
Senior Phil Williams reported .. . „ .

: n ,

on the Gailor Food Committee ™°„°"
nt

,°
ion

q
on the u££.

meeting^ New ashtrays, possibly ^ Concert S(?ries Committees
disposable ones are being

g h 0rder ol
ordered to control the problem

Gownsmen has membership
of ashes on plates and coffee .. ... ..

cups. The installation of a much on
,
*«» committees, the

needed ventilation system is
'solution asks for equal

being investigated by Mr. Tom
control ove, the quality of the

Lotti, Director of Auxiliary
yea,book .

Services. '

^J RECORDS _ BEER

SANDWICHES PAPERBACK BOOKS

GUITAR AND BANJO STRINGS

Open 11:30 inv Mtttoj* otaily Gtand on Swfcy

In Snorae-calt S98-5774Old Cowan Road in Winchester


